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ABSTRACT

Who, if anyone, controls the massive government bureaucracy responsible for the
elaboration, implementation, and enforcement of laws and executive orders? Typical
managerial techniques—screening, reward, and punishment—are hampered by the rules
of the civil service system. All but the most senior bureaucrats are hired and promoted
according a non-political examination and review system, and most are protected from
punishment or termination by tenure. I argue that the executive can control the bureaucracy
by creating competition for budget allocations within and between agencies, a process I call
strategic budgeting. These incentives work under realistic assumptions: highly imperfect
monitoring, bounded rationality of executives and bureaucrats, ideological motivations, and
professional norms are all a part of the model. I test the predictions of my theory in the
laboratory and in data from the American states, finding evidence to confirm that strategic
budgeting is an effective strategy for bureaucratic management.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Are bureaucrats independent policy makers, or are they controlled by political masters in
the elected branches of government? How is political control accomplished when bureaucrats
enjoy extensive career protections against political retaliation? The parts of a typical
employment contract—unambiguous goals an employee must meet, objective observation
of those goals, and application of rewards or penalties for meeting for failing to meet those
goals—are substantially weaker compared to the private sector. All but the most senior civil
servants are hired under a non-political career system, protected by a tenure system that
makes them difficult to discipline or fire, and have jobs where the quality and quantity of
work performed are difficult to objectively or quantitatively observe.

Barriers to control of middle and lower level bureaucrats have led many to conclude that
these bureaucrats possess substantial discretion over policy making. Recent literature finds
boundaries on this discretion set by the institutionalized power of elected officials to appoint
bureaucrats with similar preferences and oversee or reverse their decisions. But inside these
boundaries, the literature is unclear about whether and how the bureaucracy will exercise
its discretion.

In this dissertation, I argue that the executive’s power over the career bureaucracy extends
well beyond the power to appoint like-minded agency heads. Even with limited information
and weak managerial authority to punish or reward, an executive can control the policies
set by an administrative agency by creating competition for budget allocations within and
between these agencies.

The intuition behind this idea is simple. Bureaucrats desire larger budgets and greater
slack and discretion within those budgets, perks that the executive is uniquely placed to
provide due to the central role of the executive in the budgeting process. By strategically
manipulating which bureaucratic units—individuals, projects, agency subunits, or even
entire agencies—receive budget increases, the executive can gain control over the output
of these agencies. I refer to this process as strategic budgeting.

The process is easy to understand and implement, and does not require a great deal of
fine-grained information about bureaucratic performance in order to be effective. Even if the
executive can only state goals in an inexact, qualitative way, and even if compliance with
these goals is inexactly measured, the incentives created for compliance can still be effective.

1
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1.1 Strategic Budgeting in a Nutshell
What is strategic budgeting, in straightforward political terms? Strategic budgeting

means pitting government agencies (or subunits of an agency) against each other in
achievement of a government goal. The goal (or goals) can be as well-defined as increasing
revenue, or as ill-defined as improving educational outcome, as long as (i) an elected
official (or appointee) has enough information to qualitatively judge performance, even
imperfectly, and (ii) competing agencies know the goal that the elected official wants to
pursue. Competition winners get budget increases and/or avoid budget cuts. Competition
losers face budget cuts.

I expect strategic budgeting to be effective because bureaucrats want bigger budgets, and
tournament-style competition to gain desired rewards is known to be an effective motivator
of effort (Bolton and Dewatripont, 2005, pp. 316-326). Ironically, bureaucratic desire for
ever-expanding budgets (and greater discretion to spend their budgets) is typically cited
as an indictment of bureaucracy, a reason why government agencies are less-effective than
their market counterparts (e.g., Niskanen, 1971). When budgets are competitively awarded,
however, bureaucrats’ desire for bigger budgets becomes an asset; it moves them to become
more efficient and more responsive to elected authority in order to avoid budget cuts and
receive budget bonuses.

The goal of strategic budgeting is to control the policy made by the hundreds of thousands
of career bureaucrats who, under the direction of political appointees, put legislation into
practice and fulfill executive orders. Though control over appointees is by no means
guaranteed, the president can fire appointees at his/her pleasure, and can hire new ones
with Senate approval (for the highest positions) or at will (for lower-level appointees).1 This
power allows the president (and sometimes the Senate) to screen a candidate for ideological
agreement, and allows the president to terminate those he/she deems rebellious.

For career bureaucrats, screening mechanisms and the reward of promotion (or pun-
ishment of termination) is unavailable. Strategic budgeting fills the gap: loyal appointees
harness the effort of careerists by dividing them into competing units or projects, then
rewarding those careerists who best-fulfill the president’s agenda with larger budgets and
punishing the laggards with budget cuts. The appointee, using a small appointed staff, is
responsible for judging a bureau’s performance relative to its competitors.

The same process of strategic budgeting can, if desired, be repeated at a higher level.
Appointees in the Executive Office of the President (or the president him or herself) setting
up competing agencies and judge their relative performance. The best agencies are given
larger budgets, while the worst have their budgets cut.

The technique is feasible because redundancy is already common in government, with
multiple agencies often serving similar or even identical goals.2 Law enforcement agencies,

1For more information on government positions appointed at-will or in consultation with the Senate, see
the Plum Book (U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Government Reform, 2004).

2Where redundancy does not exist, it can be created at low cost without hiring new staff by simply taking
an agency of size N and creating k internal subunits of size N/k. Where tasks are divisible (education, law
enforcement, etc.), this form of redundancy does not create potentially wasteful duplication though it may
hamper the government’s ability to take advantage of any economies of scale that might exist. Setting k to
balance economies of scale against competitive pressure will be necessary in these cases.

2
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for example, often have overlapping or nested jurisdictions (Russell, Conser and Paynich,
2005). Different branches of the military (the Army, Air Force, and Navy/Marines) often
run separate, parallel projects that attempt to solve the same problem (Bendor, 1985, pp.
3-9). This redundancy makes it possible to pit agencies against each other on the same
playing field in a competition refereed by an elected official or his/her appointee.

The competition I envision is not the same as other forms of competition, such as the
typical bidding process used in procurement. In the procurement process, the incentive to
work hard and meet government goals often disappears once a contract is awarded and the
competition is over (Burnett, 1987, pp. 29-30). Rather, competition must be ongoing, with
performance consistently compared and the victors consistently rewarded.

As I show in this dissertation, the form of competition provided by strategic budgeting is
highly robust to the complex environments faced by the bureaucracy. Strategic budgeting is
an effective motivator even in cases where bureaucratic performance is difficult to assess, such
as when policy outputs and outcomes are not easily quantified (Wilson, 1991, pp. 158-175).
Nor does strategic budgeting require bureaucrats to be exactingly hyper-rational calculators
or myopically self-interested to work: bounded rationality and realistic (even ideological)
preferences suffice and are built into the model.

1.2 Applications for Strategic Budgeting
Strategic budgeting may be of interest to policy makers for normative reasons. As this

dissertation will show, the technique appears to be an effective means for elected officials to
exert closer control over bureaucratic policy-making. By increasing effort levels, it can also
make the bureaucracy a more economically efficient tool of rule-making and implementation.
A more representative and efficient government is presumably desirable for democracy.

But this work should also be of interest to political scientists for positive, descriptive
reasons. A great deal of scholarly interest has focused on how different branches of
government in a divided system work together to make policy (Ferejohn and Shipan, 1990;
Hammond and Knott, 1996; Shipan, 2004). Typically, these studies have focused on the
institutional powers possessed by each branch and how these powers influence bargaining
over policy. But the executive’s power to influence the bureaucracy via strategic budgeting
is heretofore unrecognized in this literature.

It is therefore both normatively and positively important to understand how strategic
budgeting techniques can be employed in a government. The potential application of
strategic budgeting techniques to service-oriented agencies, which are in continuous operation
and can be constantly compared, should be apparent. Primary and secondary schools are
one example of this kind of agency; regulatory and enforcement bureaus like the Justice
Department and Environmental Protection Agency are another.

1.2.1 Example: Public Schools
The No Child Left Behind program put into place in 2002 compares schools to a rising

baseline of performance goals, rewarding successful schools with larger budgets and punishing
unsuccessful schools by firing staff, allowing students to leave (undermining the school’s
funding), and ultimately closing the school.

3
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A strategic budgeting approach, by contrast, would attempt to compare a school’s
performance to other schools in a similar position (e.g., working with students from similar
backgrounds at the same grade level). Schools that did better than their peers would receive
budget increases, while schools that did worse would suffer budget cuts. Much of the work
of the program would be focused on ensuring that comparisons were truly fair, in the sense
that compared schools faced similar problems with similar financial resources to solve them.

A strategic budgeting approach to education would avoid many of the difficulties and
criticisms leveled at No Child Left Behind because it relies on comparison of schools to
each other rather than to a target or baseline. For example, NCLB has been criticized for
allowing teachers and principals to manipulate the system to artificially inflate their scores.3
In a strategic budgeting system, these techniques are ineffective, as these techniques have no
net effect on relative performance if everyone uses them. Nor can watering down a test help
a school system appear to perform better (as long as all schools take the same test) because
performance relative to other systems will stay the same.

1.2.2 Example: Government Litigation in Civil Rights and Envi-
ronmental Protection

During the Reagan administration, the President and his appointees made an effort to
bring bureaucratic actions into closer accord with the President’s policy agenda. Marissa
Golden’s in-depth study of Reagan’s effort includes profiles of the Justice Department’s Civil
Rights Division and the Environmental Protection Agency (Golden, 2000).

In both agencies, the strategy was generally to transfer responsibilities away from career
bureaucrats and toward political appointees, while increasing the size of the appointee staff.
In the Civil Rights Division, the process was comparatively conciliatory toward careerists.
While appointees did take especially sensitive cases away from careerists (Golden, 2000, p.
105), it was more typical for Reagan appointees in the division to exhaustively vet (and,
if necessary, revise) careerist work so that it was consistent with the president’s agenda
(Golden, 2000, pp. 88-92).

In the Environmental Protection Agency (and in particular under Anne Gorsuch4),
a similar but more confrontational approach was used. Gorsuch employed a variety of
techniques, including (as listed, verbatim, by Golden):

1. The use of hit lists to target career employees for firing, transfer, or demotion

2. Three reorganizations of the Enforcement Division

3. Secrecy and the exclusion of careerists from the decision-making process

4. The replacement of careerists with appointees to produce the agency’s work product

5. Centralization of the rule-making process so that all work was extensively reviewed by
appointees

3See Section 2.6.2 for more details.
4Anne Gorsuch is also known as Anne Burford, due to a subsequent remarriage after joining the EPA

(Martin, 2004).

4
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6. Disparagement of the role of career civil servants (Golden, 2000, pp. 121-122)

A strategic budgeting approach would rely less on expanding appointee ranks and shifting
effort toward them, and more on establishing career-staffed sub-agency units that must
compete for budget funding under the supervision of a small appointee staff. For example, it
would be straightforward to create multiple litigation units within the Office of Civil Rights
and to compare their work product annually to determine budget cuts and increases.

The strategic budgeting approach has at least two advantages over the direct control
techniques that Reagan’s appointees employed. First, properly motivated careerists are likely
to be better at their jobs than appointees. Careerists are hired on the basis of their skill and
dedication, while appointees are valued for their loyalty. The incompetence and ineffective
management of the patronage bureaucracy in the United States in the late 19th century
was a key factor that led to the institution of the current civil service system (Johnson and
Libecap, 1994, Chapter 2), and Golden’s study provides some evidence that appointees were
often less competent than careerists 5.

Second, making full use of the career staff eliminates the need for a large appointed staff
to duplicate or replace careerist work. Appointees are only necessary for monitoring careerist
output and making decisions about budget expansions or cuts. These judgments need not
be perfect for strategic budgeting to be effective (as will be shown in Chapter 3), and hence
the need for appointed staff is small. As a side effect, a smaller appointed staff should be
easier for the president and his/her appointees to supervise.

1.3 Proving that Strategic Budgeting Works
I hope that the story I have told about strategic budgeting and its potential applications

is interesting and provocative. The task of this dissertation is to make the story scientifically
convincing, to prove that it has merit as a management strategy. I will proceed as follows.

1.3.1 Formalizing a Theory
I start by specifying a theory of bureaucrat behavior in an agency under conditions of

weak supervision in the production of ideological goods. If competition over budgets induces
bureaucrats to comply with an executive’s preferences, I argue that researchers should expect
to see executive control within legislative constraints, rather than bureaucratic independence
within executive and legislative constraints. The theory I present is novel in that it is
both mathematically rigorous and allows for the relaxation of many restrictive assumptions
imposed by prior theories in the field. In my model, both bureaucrats and supervisors are
ideologically-charged, imperfectly or boundedly rational, and have a sense of professional

5For example, when the National Highway Traffic Safety Administrator Ray Peck decided to strike the
rule requiring automobiles to have airbags, [a]lthough they disliked the decision, careerists felt that decision-
making responsibility fell appropriately within Peck’s purview. The telling aspect of this episode is the
comment that consistently followed the recounting of the episode, the gist of which was that if Peck had let
the careerists write the order rescinding the regulation, it would not have been dismissed by the Supreme
Court as ‘arbitrary and capricious” ’ (Golden, 2000, p. 50). For other examples, see pp. 123-124, 129-130,
and 133.

5
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loyalty to the agency. I am able to show that the effectiveness of strategic budgeting is
robust to these factors.

1.3.2 Testing the Theory with Multiple Methods
The strength of the dissertation lies in combining field and experimental tests, which

have complementary design strengths. I aim to convince the reader that strategic use of
budget incentives by the executive causes bureaucrats to comply with the wishes of executives
despite those executives’ lack of managerial authority and their inability to closely monitor
bureaucratic output. In field data, observing a relationship between budget authority and
bureaucratic behavior suggests a substantively significant connection in the relevant political
world, but almost never definitively establishes a causal relationship between the two even
under the most careful designs (Holland, 1986). Experimental designs, by contrast, require
comparatively less-demanding assumptions in order to draw causal inferences, but face
difficulties in matching the precise social and political environment of the external world. By
combining the two approaches, evidence from the field supports the contention that causal
relationships observed in the laboratory are relevant in live bureaucracies.

As noted, one essential problem with bureaucratic management is that good measures of
bureaucrats’ work product are difficult to obtain; the same problem exists with measuring
their ideology. I therefore test my theory’s predictions using experimental data from the
laboratory. By taking an experimental approach, I am able to causally identify the power
of budget competition on administrative behavior in a way that would be very hard to do
outside the laboratory.

I also test implications of my theory in observational field data, specifically in state-
level enforcement data from state environmental protection agencies, by investigating the
relationship between a governor’s power to control an agency’s budget and the measurable
work product of those agencies. My test distinguishes bureaucratic independence from
executive control by examining differences behavior across institutions, where some states
allow the governor a great deal of control over the budget and some allow less control.
Controlling for other influences, a greater degree of sensitivity to gubernatorial preferences
when gubernatorial budget control was higher would indicate less bureaucratic independence.

1.4 A Summary of Things to Come
The rest of the dissertation proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 presents the overall argument

of the dissertation in greater detail, including the state of the literature in the field and
how strategic budgeting fits into that literature. Chapter 3 mathematically presents my
theory of strategic budgeting, deriving testable predictions from realistic assumptions about
the complex nature of bureaucratic behavior and preferences. Chapters 4 and 5 test these
predictions with complementary approaches, using data from a laboratory experiment in
Chapter 4 and observational data from state environmental protection agencies in Chapter
5. In Chapter 6, I conclude with what I think political scientists should learn from the
dissertation and suggest directions for future research in this field.

6
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CHAPTER 2

COMPLIANCE AND DISCRETION IN
GOVERNMENT BUREAUCRACIES

Before I develop and test my strategic budgeting technique in-depth, it is important to
carefully demonstrate why it is necessary at all. Hence, in this chapter I discuss what we know
about bureaucratic management and independence. To summarize, bureaucrats should enjoy
discretion within policy boundaries established by the preferences and institutional powers
of elected officials and the courts. Within the boundaries of discretion, however, there is not
a clear story about what bureaucrats will do.

I argue that the executive will be able to control bureaucratic behavior within these
boundaries, but standard techniques will not work due to the protections of the civil service
system. Lower and middle level bureaucrats cannot be screened for political compliance, nor
can they be fired at will if found to be non-compliant.

Instead, executives can exploit their privileged place in the budgeting process to establish
competition for budgets within and between bureaucracies. Prior work in other fields has
shown that tournament-style competition creates powerful incentives for the compliance
with managerial directives, even in cases where monitoring is difficult and error-prone. This
form of control enjoys advantages over other techniques, including ideological screening and
alternative forms of budget management.

2.1 The Principal-Agent Problem
How do officials high in a hierarchy induce their subordinates to follow directives rather

than pursuing their own interests? This basic question, typically called the principal-agent
problem, has received such an extensive examination that a comprehensive review of the
literature is well beyond the scope of this chapter. In economics alone, where the question is
primarily studied in the context of the firm, a vast array of managerial scenarios have been
studied. These include (but are not limited to) the case of costly but available information
on individual worker productivity (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972), hidden differences in worker
quality (Spence, 1973; Mirrlees, 1976), workers who possess payoff-critical information that
the manager lacks (Crawford and Sobel, 1982), production in teams (Holmstrom, 1982),
workers whose product is stochastically related to their effort (Mirrlees, 1976; Grossman and
Hart, 1983), and countless others. The majority of these models turn on the writing of an
optimal, incentive-compatible contract that can induce high effort from a worker despite the

7
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fact that the worker’s characteristics or effort levels are hidden.1
While much can be learned by comparing the principal-agent problem presented by

government bureaucracies to the one faced by a typical private firm, there are at least three
relevant differences to be considered. First, public agencies usually have multiple principals
with different policy goals. In particular, an administrative bureaucrat typically answers both
to the executive and his/her appointees and to the legislature. Previous work has shown
that the existence of multiple principals with conflicting goals tends to dilute managerial
authority and enable both shirking and greater policy discretion by agents (Bernheim and
Whinston, 1986; Dixit, 1997; Dixit, Grossman and Helpman, 1997).

Second, though top-level positions are appointed, mid- and low-level civil servants in the
administrative bureaucracy typically enjoy legal protections that obstruct their supervisors’
ability to reward or punish them based upon their performance, protections that their
private sector counterparts do not share (Wilson, 1991, Chapter 8). Promotion is based
on a combination of seniority and competitive examination with little role for supervisory
review,2 while disciplining tenured employees (those with more than 2 years service) is a slow,
ponderous process involving a great deal of effort and opportunities for appeal (Johnson and
Libecap, 1989b, pp. 59-60; see also Johnson and Libecap, 1989a). These protections make it
difficult for an executive to exercise his/her nominal supervisory authority over the agency.
Of course, just as in many private firms, the work effort or output of many employees is
very costly or impossible to measure directly for a variety of reasons, further weakening a
principal’s ability to control his/her subordinates.

Third, work effort in public agencies often carries an ideological charge that does not
exist in a private firm. In addition to the financial, moral, social, and professional incentives
to work or shirk that private workers face at their workplace, civil servants may derive
benefit (or suffer harm) from accomplishing policy objectives that are consistent with (or
inconsistent with) their own ideological convictions.

2.2 Management Techniques in a Government
Bureaucracy

The executive’s weak managerial authority and the difficulty with which outputs are
measured rules out a number of standard approaches for management. For example, in public
bureaucracies, executives cannot usually offer piece-rate compensation because most career
bureaucrats are salaried and their jobs involve inputs and/or outputs that are not easily
measured (Wilson, 1991, pp. 158-175). As a result, a great deal of scholarly effort has gone
into exploring alternative ways that legislatures and executives can turn the bureaucracy into
their willing instrument. These efforts generally fall into two categories: efforts to eliminate
the information disparity between principal and agent, and efforts to eliminate the conflict
of interest between principal and agent.

1Useful textbook overviews of the vast literature in economics can be found in Laffont and Martimort
(2001) and Bolton and Dewatripont (2005).

2Although supervisory feedback is supposed to be a part of the promotions process, “[i]n practice, however,
once an employee has received tenure, performance evaluations do not serve as a means of distinguishing
among those employees who do or do not perform” (Johnson and Libecap, 1989b, p. 59)
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2.2.1 Instituting Self-Monitoring Processes
Investigating the activities of any bureaucratic agency, let alone the entire administrative

apparatus of a government, for political compliance would be a prohibitively costly venture.
For a legislative body like Congress, which must use its own staff or membership to engage in
oversight activities, these costs are especially acute. The fact that Congress rarely engages in
such active oversight led many scholars to conclude that Congress had abrogated its oversight
responsibility entirely,(McCubbins and Schwartz, 1984, footnote 1) leaving the bureaucracy
to respond either to its own preferences or those of the executive.

However, the absence of active investigations and dramatic hearings does not ipso facto
imply a lack of oversight: indeed, the presence of truly effective, low-cost monitoring
would presumably deter bureaucratic overreaching that would necessitate oversight. Several
avenues have been proposed by which this monitoring could take place. For example,
legislators may rely on interest groups, lobbyists, corporations, and others with acute interest
in bureaucratic outcomes to alert them whenever the bureaucracy takes an action counter to
the legislators’ preferences, effectively outsourcing the monitoring duty to a willing outside
group whose interests mirror the legislators’ own. This “fire alarm oversight” (McCubbins
and Schwartz, 1984, p. 166) technique is at once less costly to Congress, and equally or more
effective than constant investigation. Congress can make the technique even more effective
by establishing rule-making procedures for the bureaucracy (e.g., requiring public notice and
comment on new rules) that maximize transparency and ensure that relevant interests will
be aware of rule changes that may require Congressional intervention (McCubbins, Noll and
Weingast, 1987). The same fire alarm oversight technique can be used by supervisors within
the executive (Downs, 1967).

2.2.2 Leveraging Institutional Powers
While the bureaucracy serves as the front line of implementation and enforcement for the

government, elected officials are possessed of institutionalized powers with which they can
shape and reverse bureaucratic decisions if (i) they are aware of the decision, and (ii) they
are able to leverage their institutional powers. Examples are easily illustrated at the U.S.
federal level. Congress has the power to make laws that can overturn bureaucratic rules, and
can also revise or eliminate operating budgets to fund or defund programs, as long as it can
gather support from 60 senators and 218 representatives for a particular course of action.
The president can veto legislation, reorganize the bureaucracy, and has a powerful influence
over bureaucratic budgets. The courts, and particularly the Supreme Court of the United
States, can overturn administrative rulings and issue orders to the bureaucracy.

However, the institutional powers of government are, at least in the United States,
often explicitly designed (Madison, 1999) to offset and stymie one another so that no
branch of government exercises independent power over policy making. Combined action
by multiple branches of government, or at least tacit approval from other branches of
action by one branch, may be necessary to reverse bureaucratic actions. At any rate,
leveraging institutional power against every objectionable action of the bureaucracy would
be extremely costly if not impossible; indeed, delegation to a bureaucracy occurs precisely
because legislatures do not have the time or expertise to directly administer the operations
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of a modern government (Bendor, Glaser and Hammond, 2001). Bureaucratic discretion can
lie in the the space of disagreement between and apathy from elected officials.

2.2.3 Screening for Loyalty
One of the executive’s most important institutional powers is the power to appoint and

remove high-level bureaucrats. A great deal of the literature has focused on the setting up
screening mechanisms, so that those who are hired share the interests or policy views of the
executive and thus will presumably do that executive’s bidding loyally (Golden, 2000, p. 6).
The strategy has been actively employed by U.S. presidential administrations, particularly
since the Reagan era (Warshaw, 1995; Lewis, 2008). Much of the empirical literature on
presidential control over the bureaucracy has cited the presidential appointment power as a
preeminent causal mechanism relating presidential administration to bureaucratic outcomes
(Moe, 1985; Chubb, 1985; Moe, 1987). Some studies have explicitly included high-level
appointments as a key variable in determining agency activity (Wood, 1988; Wood and
Waterman, 1991; Wood and Anderson, 1993).

While the loyalty of top-level bureaucrats may well be explained by their selection for
ideological adherence (and the fact that their job depends on executive favor), the compliance
of those below the uppermost level is not as easily explained by this model. In most cases,
including the U.S. federal government, the executive does not have the authority to control
the hiring, promotion, and firing of career bureaucrats. Indeed, multiple case studies have
shown that the president and political appointees are deeply suspicious of career bureaucrats’
loyalties—even when this suspicion is unwarranted, as it usually is (Rosen, 1989, Chapter 9;
Wilson, 1991, pp. 274-275; Brehm and Gates, 1999; Golden, 2000). This suspicion sometimes
prompts executives to create parallel agencies within an agency, staffed with appointees, that
cut career bureaucrats out of decision-making and implementation (Golden, 2000, Chapters
5 and 6).

Even in the case of top-level bureaucrats, many positions require legislative confirmation.
This power is not necessarily exercised to the fullest for all positions; as Moe points out,
“Senate committees have traditionally adopted the view that—except in geographically
‘sensitive’ cases, like the federal district courts—the president has a right to build his own
administrative team in his own way” (Moe, 1987, p. 489; see also Gerhardt, 2003, p. 162).
But the absence of overt conflict3 does not necessarily indicate the absence of legislative
power over appointments. Rather, the president typically avoids conflict by nominating
persons who will be acceptable to the Senate.

Knowing the Senate has the power to reject his nominations, and wanting to
avoid the embarrassment and political agony of that, the President normally
makes an effort to check the acceptability of his nominees with key Senators
before announcing them. If strong opposition appears likely, he may well decide
not to make a planned nomination and to reopen the search for a more acceptable
candidate” (Mackenzie, 1981, p. 174).

3“The formal outcomes of the confirmation process can be characterized very simply: Nominations to
federal offices are almost always approved” (Mackenzie, 1981, p. 174).
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In addition, the modern Senate is not as deferential to presidential prerogatives as in the past.
Once the honeymoon period of a president’s initial election has passed, both the rejection
rate and wait time for high-level executive appointees rises (Loomis, 2001). Congress has
forced the withdrawal of a number of bureaucratic appointees, even below the cabinet level,
particularly during the Clinton administration (Gerhardt, 2003, pp. 162-174).

2.2.4 Acculturating Professionalism
At the end of the nineteenth century, changing political realities caused the bureaucracy

to morph from an openly partisan instrument, and most importantly a reservoir of patronage
positions, into a professional institution designed to impartially implement laws passed by
Congress (Johnson and Libecap, 1994; Gerhardt, 2003). Along with this change came a
fundamental change in the culture of the bureaucracy, a culture of professionalism and
service to elected that some regard as central to bureaucratic performance (Wilson, 1991;
Brehm and Gates, 1999). Hence, developing and fostering a culture of service and non-
political professionalism may make the bureaucracy loyal to the authority, if not personally
loyal, to elected officials.

But again, the bureaucracy serves multiple masters, and it may be difficult to determine
from whom a professional bureaucrat should take direction. At the federal level, both
Congress and president would seem to have competing claims on bureaucratic loyalty. As
noted above, the existence of multiple principals tends to dilute hierarchical authority and
promote shirking and allow for greater policy discretion (Bernheim and Whinston, 1986;
Dixit, 1997; Dixit, Grossman and Helpman, 1997). In addition, some bureaucrats believe
that the American public is their ultimate principal (Golden, 2000, pp. 124-125); Downs calls
these bureaucrats “statesmen” (Downs, 1967, 110-111). While surely defensible, this belief
presumably gives a bureaucrat considerable discretion to define what the public interest is.

2.3 Policy-making in a Bureaucracy
Given the dearth of effective managerial techniques available to any of the principal

branches of government, one may expect to see a bureaucracy unaccountable to the public
living by its own rules, seeking to implement its own policy preferences, shirk its duties
to pursue personal diversions, and provide itself with perks and other benefits at taxpayer
expense. Indeed, accounts of extreme bureaucratic discretion do exist (Niskanen, 1971). But
in-depth studies more commonly find that bureaucrats work hard and attempt to serve the
public interest, even if this attempt is not entirely effective (e.g., Downs, 1967; Wilson, 1991;
Brehm and Gates, 1999; Golden, 2000). The story of quantitative studies is more mixed, but
generally do not support the hypothesis of an out-of-control bureaucracy: evidence exists
to suggest that federal bureaucracies are responsive to the President (Moe, 1987), Congress
(Weingast and Moran, 1983), both (Wood and Waterman, 1993), or neither (Eisner and
Meier, 1990).

The theoretical literature in this area, responding to studies of the management tech-
niques above, finds that bureaucracies are capable of exercising bounded discretion in policy-
making with the boundaries established by the preferences and powers of elected branches
of government. However, these theories are largely silent about what happens or who is
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in control within this zone of discretion. I argue that a technique of managerial control,
known to social science but heretofore unrecognized in the bureaucratic literature, allows
the executive to control bureaucratic behavior inside this zone.

The accumulated empirical and theoretical study of the bureaucracy, techniques available
to manage it, and the effectiveness of these techniques has culminated in a series of
papers attempting to comprehensively model the process of policy-making in a bureaucracy,
including the interactions between elected branches of government and the bureaucracy
(Ferejohn and Shipan, 1990; Hammond and Knott, 1996; Shipan, 2004). All of these
papers are built on knowledge of the management techniques above, and assume that (i)
the bureaucracy moves first to set policy in an area, (ii) other branches of government are
aware of bureaucratic action, and (ii) these branches have institutional powers that can alter
or reverse bureaucratic action or the action of other branches. In all cases, the conflicting
interests and countervailing powers of these separate branches allow zones of policy-making
within which the bureaucracy can safely exercise a great deal of discretion.

In Ferejohn and Shipan’s (1990) model, the bureaucracy can sometimes set a policy
consonant with its own preferences that a gatekeeping legislative committee would be
unwilling to overturn: opening the gates to new legislation would require allowing the floor to
set a policy that could be even worse. In Hammond and Knott’s (1996) model, the agency
is able to set the status quo point for policy in a bargaining game among legislative and
executive actors: by placing the status quo at the most favorable point in the bargaining
core, the bureaucracy can maximize its own utility under the constraint of the core boundaries
without fear of being overturned by later bargaining among its principals.

In neither of these papers is the source of bureaucratic preferences clarified. This
is a critical point, as a great deal of policy-making action takes place within this zone
of discretion. The degree of control that elected officials exercise over the bureaucracy,
particularly during periods of divided government, will depend on how the bureaucracy
exercises this discretion. One of the papers does provide a hint: Shipan’s (2004) model
includes an empirical test, and therefore must specify a source for bureaucratic preferences.
While explicitly stating that he is not assuming that the agency’s preferences are identical
to the president’s, Shipan says:

I assume that the president is able to set the general location of the agency’s
ideal point. ...This is a strong assumption, one that essentially means that the
president is in a privileged position, relative to other political actors, with respect
to the agency. It is, however, an assumption that is based on convincing empirical
and descriptive accounts of the powers of presidents—or, more generally, chief
executives.... Among other things, the president can, for example, reorganize
agencies, alter jurisdictions, and, in many cases, make appointments to key
positions, and can do all these things without needing the cooperation of Congress
(Shipan, 2004, p. 471).

The question is: how good is this assumption? As Shipan points out, ready measures of
bureaucratic preferences are unavailable, making a direct test untenable. But as I have shown
above, though certainly defensible as an assumption, executive control over bureaucratic
action is by no means assured by the present state of theory.
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2.4 Executive Budget Power
There is a reason to think that executives may exert disproportionate control over

administrative preferences, even if their ability to select or terminate the administrators
is limited: executives typically play a privileged role in the budgeting process. Though the
legislature almost always has the final say over appropriations, the executive usually moves
first by presenting the legislature with a comprehensive budget proposal. In the federal
government, this process is managed by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) housed
in the Executive Office of the President, who works in concert with agencies to develop a
budget in line with economic conditions and the president’s policy goals (McCaffery and
Jones, 2001, pp. 97-108; Meyer, 2002, pp. 55-71). Unlike the Congressional budgeting
process, which operates through committees and ultimately by majority consensus, the
president can formulate this budget unilaterally. Furthermore, as with any bill, the president
can veto budgets that are not to his/her liking, or can unilaterally reorganize agencies and
their responsibilities to control allocation of budget resources.

At the state level in the United States, governors often enjoy even more far-reaching
powers over the budget. The National Council on State Legislatures effectively summarizes
the degree of gubernatorial budget power in the states:

In most, the proposed executive budget dominates the legislative budgeting
process; it establishes the agenda for budget discussion and negotiation. In
some of these states, it is adopted with relatively few changes. However,
strong legislative budget processes dominate in a few states–Arizona, Colorado
and Texas, for example. In those states the executive budget may be largely
disregarded. ...Generally, far more cooperation exists between the legislative
and executive branches than is typical for Congress and the president. The
agenda-setting role of the executive budget in many states is one reason. The
executive line-item veto is another reason in the 43 states where it exists. A
final reason is the political expectation–that is almost always met–that a state
will enact a balanced budget before the beginning of its fiscal year. Late budgets
and vetoes are most likely when a state is experiencing serious fiscal difficulties.
Otherwise, executive and legislative negotiations are intended to resolve budget
disagreements and avoid vetoes and late budgets (National Council of State
Legislatures, 1997).

Governors may therefore be exceptionally able to implement budget-based strategies for
administrative control.

2.5 Creating Competition for Budgets
I argue that the executive can leverage his/her control over the budget to create

competition for budget allocations within the bureaucracy, a process that I call strategic
budgeting. Suppose that an administrative employee is fully rational and has preferences
over three dimensions: salary, policy outcome, and the size of his/her agency’s budget.
The employee always prefers to be paid more, to set policy closer to his/her ideal point,
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and to have control over a larger budget (and the attendant prestige, slack resources, and
political influence). It is clear that a bureaucrat will refuse to exert additional effort toward
a politically unpleasant task when budgets and salaries are fixed. But this bureaucrat might
well exert a great deal of effort when this effort is being compared to others when determining
which agencies will receive a budget expansion (or a budget cut). The effect is to bring
bureaucrats into compliance with the policy wishes of the executive.

Such a system has already been systematically explored in the industrial organization
literature in the context of the firm, i.e. in an organization scheme whose tasks have no
political relevance for an employee, in a field of study called tournament theory (Lazear and
Rosen, 1981; Green and Stokey, 1983). The notion of applying tournament-style incentives
to the public sector has already gained some scholarly attention, though toward a slightly
different end than the one I suggest. Whitford (2006) argues that using tournaments for
promotion in the hierarchy may be a more efficient way of boosting productivity in the
public sector than alternatives, such as piece-rate pay or extensive screening of applicants.
His argument is bolstered by findings from the economics literature, which show that
tournament-style incentive schemes are effective at inducing high effort, and are as efficient
as piece-rate schemes for firms in a competitive marketplace when agents are risk-neutral
(Bolton and Dewatripont, 2005, pp. 316-326).4 The informational requirements of a
tournament are much lower than the information requirements of screening or piece-rate pay,
each of which require detailed and reasonably accurate observation of (potential) employees;
hence, tournaments should be easier and cheaper to implement. But in the bureaucracy,
extensive career protections fostered by the Pendleton Act and subsequent legislation largely
rule out the possibility of running a politically-motivated promotion tournament, at least
explicitly, though political motivations may still act at the margins (Johnson and Libecap,
1994).

I argue that using larger budget allocations as tournament rewards is a more easily
implemented solution. As William Niskanen (1971) points out, bureaucrats are interested
in larger budgets as a means of building up their own resources, authority, and career
advancement. Control over a larger budget bestows more power to a bureaucrat: more
money can hire more subordinate staff, pay for more work-related trips abroad, and
afford the bureaucrat an overall more comfortable work lifestyle and enhanced opportunity
for advancement. Niskanen intended his book as an indictment of the wastefulness of
administrative government, but with appropriate supervisory techniques, a bureaucrat’s
desire for bigger budgets can be leveraged to control bureaucratic output, a surprising and
unexpected result of the application of tournament theory.

2.6 Advantages of Strategic Budgeting
There are reasons to expect strategic budgeting techniques to perform better than

alternative management strategies, including other strategies that involve the use of budget
power. Some of the disadvantages of alternative strategies were touched upon in subsection
2.2. Here, I make the comparison with tournament-style competitive budgeting explicit.

4Tournaments are less efficient than piece rates when agents are risk-averse, and more efficient when
common shocks to productivity exist.
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2.6.1 Minimize Congressional and Clientele Pushback
Setting up a competition for budget expansion is not the only way to leverage executive

budget authority. One might also consider monitoring bureaus for compliance, then
using direct budget cuts, agency reorganization, or outright eradication against recalcitrant
agencies. These tactics were employed by President Reagan, who announced in his 1982
State of the Union address that “The budget plan I submit to [Congress] on February 8th
will realize major savings by dismantling the Departments of Energy and Education and by
eliminating ineffective subsidies for business” (Reagan, 1982).

The effectiveness of agency elimination as a political tactic is questionable: both
departments mentioned in Reagan’s speech are still in existence 26 years after that address
as of this writing, while new agencies (e.g., Homeland Security) have been created by
his successors. Indeed, the Department of Education’s budget rose in every year but
one during Reagan’s term, though staying nearly constant relative to inflation (Verstegen,
1990). Perhaps, by this inflation-adjusted metric, Reagan’s campaign against the agency
was somewhat successful.

There is reason to believe that establishing competition between bureaucracies will be a
more effective strategy. Taking overtly punitive actions against an agency, particularly by
cutting or eliminating its budget, is very likely to alarm and mobilize clientele groups of the
agency and their allies in Congress. However, with internal competition, policy actions by
the bureaucracy in any given area can be shaped more subtly without overt cuts in overall
funding: while some sub-agencies win and some lose, the overall level of funding to a field
does not change. Agency competition encourages compliance with executive policies while
creating new clientele groups (of the successful agencies) that can counter the influence of
the aggrieved agency’s clientele.

2.6.2 Lower Monitoring Requirements
Monitoring agencies for compliance with the president’s agenda, and setting budgets

accordingly, is a task that requires a great deal of time, effort, and personnel to execute
effectively. The Office of Management and Budget must work with an agency in order to
develop its budget, as the agency knows far more about its requirements and operations
than OMB. Agencies very typically exploit their information advantage to thwart OMB
objectives and maximize their budgets (Meyers, 1994), and consequently it can be difficult
for the executive to know precisely what budget figures are appropriate for meeting his/her
policy objectives in an agency.

In addition, as has been mentioned above, performance can be difficult to objectively
assess in an agency where outputs and/or policy outcomes are unobservable (Wilson, 1991).
Just setting a performance goal can be confusing and controversial, as has proved to be the
case in the No Child Left Behind program. The program is designed to require all schools’
students to meet increasing standardized test performance requirements, with attention to
ensuring that disadvantaged subgroups (minorities, special education students, etc.) meet
these targets. However, the nature and effectiveness of these tests has been hotly disputed.
States, which have the discretion to set their own standardized tests, have considerably
different assessments that require differing levels of performance (Lewin, 2007). This
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allows states to surreptitiously lower standards while demonstrating apparently increasing
performance. Individual schools can also inflate their performance by a variety of means
(see, e.g., Ortiz, 2008). For example, schools in Texas have inflated their performance by
encouraging nonperforming students to drop out; the increased dropouts do not count against
the school as long as the students declare intent to obtain a GED (McNeil et al., 2008). Some
education scholars claim that the performance standards do not address the inequalities of
secondary education, as schools teaching financially and culturally advantaged students are
compared to those serving disadvantaged communities (Darling-Hammond, 2007a; Hursh,
2007; Darling-Hammond, 2007b).

Creating competition for budgets facilitates monitoring and lowers its cost. Competition
allows comparison of performance to other agencies, rather than comparison to a difficult-
to-establish baseline. The gimmicks that agencies use to inflate their performance or their
budget become meaningless in this relative context, as the relative effect of the gimmicks is
zero if all the competing agencies are using them. Special care must be taken to ensure that
agencies (e.g., schools) are compared to agencies that face similar problems and resource
constraints—otherwise, competitions simply reflect and perpetuate resource inequality—but
if comparable agencies can be identified, then relative performance is easier to assess than
absolute performance.

2.6.3 Ease the Contracting Problem
The idea of injecting competitive forces into the bureaucracy is not a new one. The idea

of moving work from a government agency to a private firm is predicated on the idea that
private firms must be more efficient in order to survive market competition (Niskanen, 1971;
Miranda and Lerner, 1995). If privatization results in increasing policy bang for the taxpayer
buck, this can be an effective strategy.

But experience with military procurement surely shows that private firms do not always
provide low-cost, on-budget, timely, and effective solutions for a government bureaucracy,
even when competitive bidding processes are held. If only one supplier is selected, as is more
common, most competitive pressure evaporates once a contract is awarded to a government
supplier. The process creates an incentive for private firms to underbid on price and create
overoptimistic delivery schedules to obtain a contract, with little incentive to hold to these
guarantees once the contract is awarded. This particular problem is one of several contracting
problems extensively studied by Williamson (Williamson, 1998, pp. 169-179). To cite just
one of many examples of this phenomenon, the U.S. Navy suspended the Littoral Combat
Ship due to massive cost overruns and multiple delays in delivery (Taubman, 2008). Indeed,
these problems materialized despite that program’s use of two parallel shipbuilding programs
up through the procurement phase that should have increased competitive pressure to deliver.

As Williamson argued more generally (Williamson, 1998), there are sometimes monitoring
and commitment problems associated with inter-firm contracting that are better solved
inside a firm. While contracts between firms and the government may be difficult to legally
enforce because outputs are qualitative and difficult to measure—and many products of
the bureaucracy are qualitative and difficult to measure—inside the government monitoring
is cheaper and authority unambiguous. While the potential for a hold-up problem may
make contracting costly and inefficient, inside the government such problems can be avoided
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through exercise of hierarchical authority. For these reasons, and because alternative
mechanisms of executive authority are weak, I argue that budget competition inside the
government can be a more effective solution.

2.6.4 Increase Redundancy
By their very nature, competitive budget tournaments require a degree of duplication

in the bureaucracy. There have to be multiple bureaucrats, sub-agencies, and/or agencies
performing similar work in order to establish a competition. On its face, this may seem to be
a disadvantage: duplicating services could increase the cost of government. In particular, if
economies of scale exist for administration, then the establishment of two smaller, competing
bureaus might be less efficient than one larger bureau if the larger bureau can somehow be
motivated to produce efficiently.

But redundancy also has advantages. Several scholars have argued that duplication and
redundancy allow the government to ensure the success of projects (Landau, 1969; Bendor,
1985; Ting, 2003). The argument, in brief, is that all projects have some probability of failure,
and hence having several bureaucracies simultaneously (and separately) working on variants
of a project5 increases the chances of success. Depending on the project’s importance and
any individual project’s likelihood of success, redundancy may therefore be cost-effective and
valuable. Redundancy may be especially effective at increasing production in cases where
the bureaucracy is indifferent or hostile to the success of the project, particularly if the
executive has the power to observe outcomes (though not inputs) and terminate bureaucrats
accordingly (Ting, 2003).

2.7 Disadvantages to be Anticipated and Questions to
be Answered

Competitive incentives like these do present special challenges. First, when a bureaucrat
or agency believes that gaining budget increases (or avoiding cuts) is impossible because
of the superior abilities of other agents, that person or organization may give up and
behave according to its own preferences (e.g., by shirking). This behavior has been observed
in previous experiments testing the power of tournament-based incentives (Schotter and
Weigelt, 1992). Therefore, in a repeated production setting, performance may separate into
a class of career-motivated, high-performing bureaucrats (the young and the successful) and
another class of stagnant, lower-performing bureaucrats who have realized that they will
never win promotion. This outcome was observed in the bureaucracy years ago by Downs
Downs, 1967, who labeled these classes climbers and conservers respectively.

Second, the effectiveness of tournaments depends on minimizing opportunities for collu-
sion or sabotage. Tournament models are based on the assumption that agents can choose
to exert effort toward the desired goal, or shirk on that effort, or even undermine the goal
of the principal, but cannot attack or directly sabotage the effort of other agents toward the
end of increasing one’s own probability of winning the tournament. If this option is available,
a tournament’s efficiency can be compromised (see Bolton and Dewatripont, 2005, pp. 26-

5E.g., different military weapons systems that accomplish the same goal (Bendor, 1985, pp. 3-9).
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38). This collusion need not even be overt: if agencies know that they are working toward
a common goal where only one success is required and punishment/reward is uncertain
or nonexistent, then the collective action problem may discourage individual bureaus from
exerting effort in order to free ride on other bureaus’ output (Ting, 2003).

Finally, very little of the existing theoretical or empirical work on tournaments has been
directed at public agencies in particular. Some of the differences may not be relevant.
For example, while political executives have weaker managerial authority compared to
their private sector counterparts, budget competition does not rely on expansive authority.
Though the bureaucracy faces multiple principals, if the executive can exercise control over
budget incentives the bureaucracy may act as though the executive is the sole (or the most
important) principal to obey.

But these are empirical questions and must be resolved empirically. Private sector
tournaments typically rely on salary bonuses or job promotions for the winners. Will winning
a larger budget be as effective an incentive as direct financial reward, or at least effective
enough for government work? The executive plays an important role in budgeting, but the
legislature holds final authority—and many other authorities besides. Will the bureaucracy
obey this alternative master and ignore the executive? Finally, private sector jobs rarely
involve work with a political or ideological charge. When bureaucrats are hostile to a policy
goal, when they do not share the values of the executive will budget competition motivate
them to produce nonetheless? These are the questions that I strive to answer in the remaining
chapters of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3

A THEORY OF BUREAUCRATIC CONTROL

In the first two chapters, I laid out a heuristic argument for how strategic budgeting tech-
niques would work, why they fill a void in our knowledge about bureaucratic management,
and how they could be applied to real political problems. In this chapter, I formally prove
the logic of my claims by mathematically modeling bureaucratic behavior under a strategic
budgeting system.

The substantive political value of this chapter is in demonstrating that strategic budgeting
techniques work to increase efficiency and secure compliance in complex, realistic environ-
ments. My model does not rely on unrealistic assumptions about human behavior. People
are imperfectly rational and have multiple motivations for their behavior. As a result, all
actors in my model—appointed supervisors and career bureaucrats—are boundedly rational.
While my model assumes that bureaucrats prefer larger budgets to smaller, it also assumes
that they have norms of professionalism and their own policy preferences that shape their
behavior.

None of these assumptions change the core finding: strategic budgeting is an effective
way of motivating bureaucratic efficiency and compliance with elected officials. As a result,
we can be more confident that strategic budgeting techniques will work in the real world,
not just on paper.

3.1 Setting Up a Model
A supervisor, either an elected official or a political appointee, is charged with overseeing

a government agency on behalf of the executive (in the American context, the governor
or president). Career civil servants who work at the agency influence policy outcomes by
exerting effort toward tasks assigned to them by their supervisor. Tasks may differ across
agencies and from day to day for any individual, and include new rules and regulations,
enforcement actions, investigations, and the like. A bureaucrat may choose to exert effort
towards the executive’s tasks, neglect work in favor of time-wasting activities (socializing,
web surfing, and the like), or exert effort that undermines accomplishment of the task.
These correspond to the working, shirking, and sabotage actions studied by Brehm and
Gates (1999).

All theories, formal and otherwise, are sustained by assumptions, and this one is no
different. While examining their initial plausibility is a valid exercise and one that I
engage in here, the ultimate test of their appropriateness will come from the empirical
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tests conducted in the later chapters. For now, it is important to carefully and completely
lay these assumptions bare in order to fully understand the operation of the model and the
conclusions that are derived from it.

3.1.1 Individual Behavior
First, and most importantly, I make assumptions about how people make decisions.

Many formal models of politics rest on the foundation of rational choice theory, the basic
premise of which is that individuals have well-defined and consistent preferences and take
actions that are consistent with satisfying those preferences. The assumption of well-defined
preferences motivates the creation of a utility function mapping outcomes into preferences;
the assumption of rationality motivates the idea that actors maximize this utility subject to
resource constraints and the strategic reactions of other actors.

However, particularly in the study of the bureaucracy, there are compelling reasons to
question this foundation. Herbert Simon’s aptly-titled study of administrative behavior is
summarized nicely in the introduction to the second edition:

In one sentence, the thesis... is this: The central concern of administrative theory
is with the boundary between the rational and non-rational aspects of human
social behavior. Administrative theory is peculiarly the theory of intended and
bounded rationality—of the behavior of human beings who satisfice because they
have not the wits to maximize (Simon, 1997, p. xxiv).

This work on satisficing behavior, with its reasoning but not fully rational civil servants, has
been extremely influential on the development of political science and public administration.
Hence, we would do well to incorporate the ideas of bounded rationality and satisficing into
a theory of compliance with the executive.

Fortunately, a formal framework that incorporates these ideas already exists in the
concept of Quantal Response equilibrium, or QRE.1 While a comparatively new concept—
QRE was introduced by McKelvey and Palfrey in a series of papers in the 1990s (McKelvey
and Palfrey, 1995, 1996, 1998)—it has already been fruitfully applied in a variety of empirical
settings in political science (Signorino, 1999; Guarnaschelli, McKelvey and Palfrey, 2000;
Aragones and Palfrey, 2004; Goeree and Holt, 2005). Most importantly, it melds the idea
that people attempt to maximize their utility with the idea that their ability to maximize is
mitigated by psychological factors and plain error.

Suppose that an individual i faces a normal form game with n possible actions in the
set An. These actions map to payoffs by way of a utility function, u, where utility is
contingent both on a player’s own actions and on the actions of others. How will the
individual decide which action to take? According to Quantal Response equilibrium, the
person compares the expected utility of each of his possible actions and chooses that with
the highest utility. However, the comparison is subject to error from a variety of sources.
For example, a bureaucrat may be cognitively ill-equipped to distinguish fine differences

1There are other mathematical approaches to bounded rationality, and comparatively evaluating them
is beyond the scope of this project. I employ the QRE approach to bounded rationality because it is well-
developed and widely used in the literature, and works well in the bureaucratic context.
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in utility among multiple options. Alternatively, the bureaucrat simply lacks the time to
undertake the analysis necessary to make a fully-rational decision. A supervisor’s information
about bureaucrat productivity may be limited or erroneous, leading to an error in judgment.
Psychological factors (such as mood) that have a random component might subtly influence
decision making. For all these reasons and others, a person chooses action aix over all other
actions if:

ui (aix) + εix > max
y∈An\x

ui (aiy) + εiy

Hence, actions are taken probabilistically. The frequency with which an action aix is
taken, Pr(aix), is contingent both on systematic components of utility for all actions in An,
and on the distribution of the stochastic component of utility ε. The distribution of Pr(aix)
depends on the distribution of the vector of error terms ~εi = [εi1, εi2, ..., εin]. It can be shown2
that if the components of ~εi are independently and identically distributed according to the
Type I Extreme Value Distribution,3 Pr(aix) is given by the multinomial logistic distribution:

Pr(aix) =
exp [λui (aix)]∑n
y=1 exp [λui (aiy)]

(3.1)

If ai is defined over a continuous action space [a, a], the definition can be revised to reflect
this continuity (Anderson, Goeree and Holt, 2002; Yi, 2005) :

Pr(aix) =
exp [λu (aix)]´ a

a
exp [λui (ai)] dai

(3.2)

A logistic quantal response equilibrium is located by calculating a fixed point of the best
response functions in 3.1 for all actions x and all players i. That is, at equilibrium, all
persons should take actions with probability given by 3.1, and none should wish to revise
their strategies in light of other people’s strategies. Existence of such an equilibrium is
guaranteed for all games (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995, p. 10).

The λ parameter measures an agent’s propensity to best respond. As λ → 0, an agent’s
actions become increasingly random, until at the limit the agent simply selects a random
action from An regardless of its systematic utility component. As λ→∞, an agent becomes
increasingly likely to pick the utility-maximizing action (i.e., the best response). A unique
branch of the QRE correspondence connects the completely random outcome at λ = 0 to
a single Nash equilibrium at the limit λ → 0, an equilibrium McKelvey and Palfrey refer
to as the limiting logit equilibrium (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995, p. 12). This branch
can be interpreted as a path taken by those gradually learning the equilibrium. Players
start out with nearly random strategies due to their unfamiliarity with the game and with
other players’ strategies, then gradually converge to some distribution of play as the error
components of their play are eliminated and they become better able to respond to others’

2The proof, omitted here, is somewhat involved; see Maddala (1986) and Long (1997).
3Other distributions can be derived by assuming different distributions for ~ε; for example, a form like the

multivariate probit can be derived by assuming that ~ε ∼ Φ(0,Σ), with Σ giving the variance and covariance
of the error terms. I will assume the multinomial logistic distribution throughout this chapter, primarily
because the multinomial logistic has a closed form (unlike the multivariate probit).
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strategies (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995, pp. 17-25; see also Nyarko, 2001 and Turocy, 2005).
A logistic quantal response equilibrium can also be shown to be the steady state outcome of
a learning process whereby actors adjust their strategic play according to whether marginal
payoffs are increasing or decreasing in play of the strategy (Anderson, Goeree and Holt,
1999).

3.1.2 Policy Output Space
I assume that a bureaucrat can choose only the degree of effort to exert toward (or

against) accomplishment of a policy task. This setup supposes that bureaucrats do not have
control over the mix of policy outputs to be produced or the tasks they can work on; these
are decided by the supervisor. Hence, bureaucrats do not choose policy in an area along some
ideological dimension: in my model, they lack the authority and discretion to directly move
policy in this fine-grained fashion. Rather, a bureaucrat (or agency) is assigned some task—
inspect facilities, write and enforce citations, prosecute cases, et cetera—with an ideological
valence.

This model is obviously inappropriate for all settings. For example, when a bureaucrat has
the authority to effectively set policy, modeling the bureaucrat’s decision as the mere decision
to exert productive or counter-productive effort is probably inaccurate. This inaccuracy is
most pronounced when civil servants engage in rule-making, a task that determines the way
in which a law written by Congress will be applied. To model these cases, a different (and
more complex) model would need to be applied.

3.1.3 Supervisor’s Ability to Monitor Bureaucrat Output
As is consistent with a scenario of tournament incentives, I assume that the supervisor

will award a budget bonus to the single bureaucrat that she perceives to be the best in terms
of net effort exerted toward the executive’s desired goal. Consistent with the tradition of the
principal-agent literature and with the prevailing wisdom in public administration, I assume
that the supervisor’s ability to monitor work effort or work product is severely restricted.
More specifically, I assume that the supervisor is only able to ordinally (or relatively) rank
the individuals with respect to their output, without any knowledge of either employee’s
cardinal (or absolute) work effort. That is, the supervisor can come to a judgment about
the bureaucrat exerting greatest effort, second-greatest effort, and so on, without knowing
precisely how much effort any bureaucrat actually exerts.

Furthermore, I assume that this ranking is subject to error. A number of reasons why
this decision is error-prone have already been listed. In an information-poor environment,
the supervisor may simply misjudge the top producer as a result of erroneous observation.
Transient psychological states (good and bad moods) may cause over/underestimation of
some bureaucrats’ output. Whatever the reason for error, its practical upshot is that winning
the bonus is stochastic and can be treated probabilistically.

This point can be restated mathematically. The supervisor awards a higher budget to
bureaucrat i if:

ei + εi > max
j 6=i

ek + εj (3.3)
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In this equation, ei is the effort exerted by bureaucrat i, and εi is the error associated with
observation of that output. Note that bureaucratic sabotage is permitted in this framework:
if a bureaucrat chooses to sabotage the work of the agency, this is modeled as negative effort
ei that subtracts from the total output of the agency.

The probability that condition 3.3 is met will be abbreviated πi(ei, e−i). This probability
depends on the distribution of the vector of error terms ~ε = [ε1, ε2, ..., εn]. The logistic form
of quantal response equilibrium dictates that ~ε is distributed according to the Type I extreme
value distribution and πi is given by the multinomial logistic distribution:

πi(ei, e−i) =
exp [λsei]∑n
j=1 exp [λsej]

(3.4)

Here, the λs parameter corresponds to the degree of error in the supervisor’s judgment. As
this parameter rises, the supervisor’s ability to distinguish the most productive bureaucrat
from the others also rises. As λs → 0, the supervisor’s choice of winner is random; as
%λs →∞, her choice of a winner always corresponds to the highest producer.

3.1.4 Bureaucrats’ Utility Function
I assume that the goal of a civil servant is to set a policy that maximizes the combined

value of winning a budget increase, fulfilling his professional norms, and doing work that
comports with his own ideological goals; these benefits are traded off against the cost of
exerting effort. Mathematically, the relationship can be expressed as:

ui(ei, e−i) = w +B · πi(ei, e−i) + ri · αs · ei + (1− ri) · αi · ei − ci(ei) (3.5)

The bureaucrat chooses ei, the effort to exert toward productivity or sabotage. The
parameter ri indicates the strength of a person’s professional obligation to conform to the
wishes of the administration in office. Utility is determined by a combination of the wage w,
the budgetary bonus B received with probability πi, the ideological (dis)utility associated
with the policy αi ∗ ei, the supervisor’s ideological utility αs · ei, and the cost of effort given
by the function ci(ei).

I assume that c(0) = 0, and that the function is convex and symmetric about the status
quo. Substantively, this form means that exerting no effort is costless, that sabotage and
productivity are equally costly, and that each additional unit of effort becomes more costly to
exert. While some information can be cleaned with these general assumptions, more precise
predictions will sometimes necessitate the assumption of a functional form for cost. I assume
the following form, with βi > 0:

ci(ei) = βie
2
i (3.6)

One aspect of the utility of bureaucrats, the professionalism parameter r, deserves special
attention. It receives this attention in the next section.
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3.1.5 Professionalism
Professionalism is shorthand notation for a complicated influence on behavior. The term

encapsulates the combined effect of sociological and normative influences on a bureaucrat’s
behavior that come from the community of which the bureaucrat is a part. While excluding
it entirely would deprive the model of substantive richness, it is also important to avoid
overly complicating the model or building in conclusions too transparently. Hence, my goal
is to model the effect of professionalism and how it interacts with tournament-style incentives
without losing the parsimony of the theory.

Some aspects of professionalism will already be captured in the term αi. If the training
and professionalization process changes a person’s policy preferences, this change should be
reflected in the non-monetary utility they derive from setting a certain policy. For example,
civil rights lawyers often vigorously prosecute their cases because law school inculcates the
desire to litigate into its graduates. Liberals might also wish to vigorously prosecute these
cases, albeit for other reasons. We would expect members of either group to prefer more
litigation to the average person, and would expect someone who is a member of both groups
to prefer it even more. This preference is represented in the utility that a civil servant assigns
to production of the policy output.

However, one aspect of professionalism requires an additional parameter. The tradition
of public administration in the United States seeks to separate politics from administration;
elected officials set the policies of the land, and administrators pursue these policies in the
most technically efficient way possible. While a great deal of research has shown this ideal
to be imperfect, it may influence the behavior of civil servants. That is, bureaucrats may
feel an obligation to internalize the wishes of their elected superiors. Hence, I assume that
the utility that an administrator assigns to an outcome is a linear combination of his own
utility function and that of the supervisor:

ri · αs · ei + (1− ri) · αi · ei
The r parameter, which ranges between 0 and 1, indicates the weight that an administra-

tor assigns to conformity with the supervisor’s preferences. A civil servant for whom ri = 1
would be completely sympathetic with the supervisor’s wishes and ignore his own, while a
person for whom ri = 0 would disregard the supervisor’s preferences entirely and weigh only
his own feelings about the policy in making a decision.

3.2 Deriving Predictions from the Model
With the necessary assumptions in place, I can now derive predictions from the model.

Unfortunately, closed-form analytic expressions for the equilibrium probability of play cannot
be derived. Therefore, I begin by presenting the Quantal Response equilibrium best response
functions for bureaucrats and supervisors. I then present comparative static predictions on
the quantal response functions of bureaucrats; that is, I predict how bureaucrat effort levels
will change with changes in the environment ceteris paribus. Finally, I present numerical
solutions for equilibrium play using a technique implemented in freely-available software.
These numerical examples serve to establish that budget competitions induce productive
effort from bureaucrats, even in cases of an ideologically heterogeneous bureaucracy. All
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these techniques present a number of behavioral predictions that can be confirmed or falsified
via empirical analysis.

3.2.1 Quantal Response Functions
The supervisor’s choice of which bureaucrat to award the bonus has already been

described in equation 3.4:

πi(ei, e−i) =
exp [λsei]∑n
j=1 exp [λsej]

As described above, a bureaucrat will choose the effort level that maximizes his expected
utility, subject to the proviso that his judgment of expected utility is error-prone. The only
uncertain element of 3.5 is the effort level exerted by other players, e−i. Hence, the expression
for expected probability of victory is:

E [πi(eia, e−i)] = π̃i =
exp(λseia)

exp(λseia) + E
[∑

j 6=i exp(λsejc)
] (3.7)

The bureaucrat’s expected utility can therefore be written as:

ũi = w + π̃i ·B + ri · αs · ei + (1− ri) · αi · ei − ci(ei) (3.8)

Substituting 3.8 into 3.2, the probability that bureaucrat i exerts effort level eia is:

Pr(ei = eia) =
exp(λbũi(eia))´
exp(λbũi(ei))dei

(3.9)

At equilibrium, all bureaucrats exert effort consistent with equation 3.9. Note that the
ũi(eia) term in 3.9 is contingent on an expectation of other agents’ play which, if players
follow Bayes’ rule, should correspond to the actual expected play of others in the long run.
The existence of at least one equilibrium is guaranteed (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995, p. 10).

3.2.2 Quantal Response Comparative Statics
Although analytic derivation of closed-form probabilities of play is intractable, we can use

the bureaucrat’s quantal response function in 3.9 to determine how her response dynamics
will change as aspects of the environment change. The relationship between a bureaucrat’s
effort choice ei and several of these environmental factors is of particular interest; these
factors are rivals’ effort, the size of the budget bonus, the cost of effort, a bureaucrat’s
professionalism, the degree of error present in supervision, and a bureaucrat’s ideological
congruence with the assigned task.

As a preliminary step, I examine the relationship between a bureaucrat’s expected utility
and the effort level exerted. As I will show, many of the comparative static relationships
above rely on the utility earned at some ei. To understand these relationships, it will therefore
be helpful to understand how utility and effort relate. Taking the derivative of bureaucrat
i’s expected utility 3.8 with respect to own effort ei, we find:
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∂ũi
∂ei

=
∂π̃i
∂ei
∗B + ri ∗ αs + (1− ri) ∗ αi − c′i(ei) (3.10)

In order to come to a closed form solution, we will assume a cost function as in 3.6; hence,

c′i(ei) = 2βiei (3.11)

Taking derivatives of 3.7 with respect to ei:

∂π̃i
∂ei

= λs ∗ π̃i ∗ (1− π̃i) (3.12)

Substituting 3.11 and 3.12 into 3.10:

∂ũi
∂ei

= [λs ∗ π̃i ∗ (1− π̃i)]B + ri ∗ αs + (1− ri) ∗ αi − 2βiei

Hence, the relationship between expected utility and effort depends primarily on the
relationship between cost and the value of the budgetary bonus adjusted for probability of
victory. When the expected value of the bonus at some effort level exceeds the cost of that
effort level, utility increases as effort increases; otherwise, utility decreases as effort decreases.
The influences of professionalism and ideological congruence add to (or subtract from) the
value of the budget bonus. A completely professional bureaucrat adds the supervisor’s
marginal utility from effort αs to his own ũ′i. If a bureaucrat tends to assign the same
ideological value to a task as the superior, then a less-professional bureaucrat does the same.
If a bureaucrat tends to overvalue (or undervalue) a task relative to the superior, then ũ′i
rises (or falls) as the bureaucrat becomes less professional.

Relationship between Productivity and Rivals’ Effort

How will a bureaucrat’s productivity change as rivals increase their productivity? To
abbreviate notation, let:

Q = E

[∑
j 6=i

exp(λsejc)

]
Taking the derivative of 3.9with respect to expected utility, we find:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂Q
=

[ˆ
exp(λbũi(ei))dei

]−1

λb exp(λbũi(eia))
∂ũi(eia)

∂Q

+ exp(λbũi(eia))

−´
(
λb exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂Q

)
dei(´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei
)2
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= λb Pr(ei = eia)
∂ũi(eia)

∂EQ
− λb

Pr(ei = eia)´
exp(ũi(ei))dei

ˆ (
exp(ũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)

∂Q

)
dei

= λb Pr(ei = eia)

∂ũi(eia)
∂Q

−

´ (
exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂Q

)
dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei

 (3.13)

The first term in brackets in equation 3.13 is the change in utility from effort level eia as
the sum of others’ (exponentiated) effort increases. The second term is the weighted average
change in utility for all effort levels, where the weight is exp(ũi(ei)), the exponentiated utility
from effort level ei. It is easily shown that the change in utility from an increase in others’
output is negative:

∂ũi(eij)

∂E
[∑

j 6=i exp(λsejc)
] = −B

 exp(λseia)(
exp(λseia) + E

[∑
j 6=i exp(λsejc)

])2

 (3.14)

Expected utility is strictly decreasing in increased output by rivals. Hence, as other
agents’ output increases, the direction of effort change is contingent on two factors: the
current probability that the effort level will be exerted, and the extent to which the speed of
utility change deviates from the average. Effort levels whose expected utility decreases faster
than average as others’ output rises will be exerted less often by a bureaucrat. Effort levels
whose expected utility decreases slower than average will be exerted more often. The speed
of utility decline is given by 3.14, which can be immediately recognized as an upside-down
probability density with minimum value at:

exp(λseia) = E

[∑
j 6=i

exp(λsejc)

]
(3.15)

Hence, the probability of exerting effort levels far above and below the average output
value of other agents will tend to be least-affected by changes in rivals’ effort. Those closest
to meeting the condition 3.15 will tend to be most affected.

Relationship between Productivity and Budget Incentives

Intuitively, one expects effort levels to rise as the rewards for effort increase. We can
analytically confirm this intuition in a straightforward manner. Taking the derivative of 3.9
with respect to budget rewards B:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂B
=

[ˆ
exp(λbũi(ei))dei

]−1

λb exp(λbũi(eia))
∂ũi(eia)

∂B

+ exp(λbũi(eia))

−´
(
λb exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂B

)
dei(´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei
)2
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= λb Pr(ei = eia)
∂ũi(eia)

∂B
− λb Pr(ei = eia)

´ (
exp(ũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂B

)
dei´

exp(ũi(ei))dei

= λb Pr(ei = eia)

∂ũi(eia)
∂B

−

´ (
exp(ũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂B

)
dei´

exp(ũi(ei))dei

 (3.16)

Again, we have a relationship that is primarily determined by the difference between the
change in utility with respect to the environmental variable (B) and the weighted average
change in utility with respect to that variable. The change in utility with respect to B is:

∂ũi(eia)

∂B
= π̃i(eia, e−i)

This expression is strictly positive. Hence, effort levels with a probability of winning
higher than the utility-weighted average probability of winning are more likely to be played
as the budget reward rises. Effort levels with a probability of winning less than the utility-
weighted average are less likely to be played as the budget reward rises.

Relationship between Productivity and Cost Levels

The relationship between productivity and cost levels is also analytically revealed to
agree with our intuition: if effort becomes more costly, then less effort will be exerted. It is
necessary to assume a cost function as in 3.6 in order to easily relate changes in effort with
the slope of the cost function, as equation 3.6 allows us to summarize this slope in the βi
parameter. Taking the derivative of 3.9 with respect to βi:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂βi
=

[ˆ
exp(λbũi(ei))dei

]−1

λb exp(λbũi(eia))
∂ũi(eia)

∂βi

+ exp(λbũi(eia))

−´
(
λb exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂βi

)
dei(´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei
)2



= λb Pr(ei = eia)
∂ũi(eia)

∂βi
− λb Pr(ei = eia)

´ (
exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂βi

)
dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei

= λb Pr(ei = eia)

∂ũi(eia)
∂βi

−

´ (
exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂βi

)
dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei

 (3.17)

By now, the pattern is familiar: the relationship between costs and effort is determined
by whether that effort level’s change in utility with respect to βi is greater or lesser than the
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exponentiated-utility-weighted average of this value. Taking the derivative of utility with
respect to βi, we find:

∂ũi(eia)

∂βi
= −e2i

Utility is strictly declining in increasing βi. It may be helpful to substitute the above
into 3.17 and rearrange terms:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂c(ei)
= λb Pr(ei = eia)

[´
(exp(λbũi(ei))e

2
i ) dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei
− e2i

]
(3.18)

As βi rises, generally speaking, the probability of playing higher effort levels falls and the
probability of playing lower effort levels rises. More specifically, Pr(ei > ei0) will fall and
Pr(ei < ei0) will rise, where:

ei0 =

√´
(exp(λbũi(ei))e2i ) dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei

Relationship between Productivity and Professionalism

What of the relationship between productivity and a bureaucrat’s degree of professional-
ism, parameterized by ri? Based on intuition and the relationship between utility and effort
above, we might expect the influence of professionalism to be contingent. That is, when the
supervisor and the bureaucrat agree, professionalism does not affect productivity. When the
bureaucrat prefers more (or less) effort than the supervisor, the degree of professionalism
dictates just how much more (or less) effort the bureaucrat will actually exert. Taking the
derivative of 3.9 with respect to ri:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂ri
=

[ˆ
exp(λbũi(ei))dei

]−1

λb exp(λbũi(eia))
∂ũi(eia)

∂ri

+ exp(λbũi(eia))

−´
(
λb exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂ri

)
dei(´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei
)2



= λb Pr(ei = eia)
∂ũi(eia)

∂ri
− λb Pr(ei = eia)

´ (
exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂ri

)
dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei

= λb Pr(ei = eia)

∂ũi(eia)
∂ri

−

´ (
exp(λbũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂ri

)
dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei

 (3.19)

The pattern presents itself again. Taking the derivative of utility with respect to ri:
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∂ũi(eia)

∂ri
= (αs − αi) eia

Substituting the above into 3.19 and collecting terms:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂ri
= λb (αs − αi) Pr(ei = eia)

(
eia −

´
(exp(λbũi(ei))ei) dei´

exp(λbũi(ei))dei

)
(3.20)

Equation 3.20 confirms our intuition. If the gap between the supervisor’s preferences and
bureaucrat’s preferences αs−αi is zero, then changes in professionalism are inconsequential;
they grow in consequence as the gap grows. More effort (or less effort) tends to be
exerted with increasing professionalism if the supervisor values effort more (or less) than
the bureaucrat.

Relationship between Productivity and Error of Supervision

In examining the relationship between bureaucratic effort levels and the level of error in
supervision, intuition is less-useful as a predictor of behavior. It is therefore best to move
directly to analysis; fortunately, the pattern of derivatives has become familiar enough that
intermediate steps can be omitted from the exposition. Hence, we can move straight to the
following expression:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂λs
= λb Pr(ei = eia)

∂ũi(eia)
∂λs

−

´ (
exp(ũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂λs

)
dei´

exp(ũi(ei))dei

 (3.21)

The derivative of utility with respect to error in supervision is somewhat more involved
than usual:

∂ũi(eia)

∂λs
=

(
exp(λseia) + E

[∑
j 6=i

exp(λsejc)

])−1

exp(λseia)eia

−

(
exp(λseia)eia + E

[∑
j 6=i exp(λsejc)ejc

])
(
exp(λseia) + E

[∑
j 6=i exp(λsejc)

])2 exp(λseia)

= π̃i(eia, e−i)

eia − exp(λseia)eia + E
[∑

j 6=i exp(λsejc)ejc

]
exp(λseia) + E

[∑
j 6=i exp(λsejc)

]
 (3.22)

Note that3.21 looks very much like 3.22; both are weighted averages. In the case of 3.22,
effort levels are averaged across bureaucrats with exponentiated effort level as the weight.
Hence, the change in utility with respect to λs is positive or negative depending on whether
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the specific effort level is above or below the weighted average effort of all bureaucrats. This
is unsurprising: as the supervisor becomes better at spotting higher effort levels, the value
of effort above the average level to a bureaucrat rises because the probability of receiving the
bonus rises. Whether an effort level gets played more is a question of whether this change
in utility in equation 3.22 is greater than its weighted average, with exponentiated utility as
the weight. Effort levels with a greater than average increase in utility are more likely to
be exerted, with the converse effect for effort levels with a smaller than average increase in
utility.

Relationship between Productivity and Ideological Congruence with the Task

Finally, we examine how a bureaucrat’s ideological agreement (or disagreement) with the
task affects the effort level he exerts. Intuitively, a bureaucrat might be expected to exert
greater effort at tasks that he ideologically agrees with, and less effort at those he does not.
My analysis largely confirms this intuition. The derivative of a bureaucrat’s probability of
exerting effort level ei with respect to αi is:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂αi
= λb Pr(ei = eia)

∂ũi(eia)
∂αi

−

´ (
exp(ũi(ei))

∂ũi(ei)
∂αi

)
dei´

exp(ũi(ei))dei

 (3.23)

And the derivative of bureaucrat utility with respect to αi is:

∂ũi(eia)

∂αi
= (1− ri) ∗ eia (3.24)

Substituting 3.23 into 3.24:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂αi
= λb(1− ri) Pr(ei = eia)

[
eia −

´
(exp(ũi(ei))ei) dei´

exp(ũi(ei))dei

]
(3.25)

Equation 3.25 reveals that the change in effort related to a change in one’s own ideological
congruence with the task depends, as usual, on a weighted average. If eia is larger than the
average ei weighted by exponentiated utility, then the probability of exerting this effort level
rises; otherwise, this probability declines. This relationship weakens as professionalism rises.

An expression similar to3.25 can be created for the relationship between effort and the
supervisor’s ideological congruence with the task:

∂ Pr(ei = eia)

∂αs
= λbri Pr(ei = eia)

[
eia −

´
(exp(ũi(ei))ei) dei´

exp(ũi(ei))dei

]
Here, the probability of playing eia rises with a rise in αs if eia is greater than its utility-

weighted average, and falls otherwise. Again, the relationship is related to professionalism:
it strengthens as professionalism rises.
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3.2.3 Numerically Computing Exact Equilibria
The expression determining bureaucratic output, equation 3.9, is difficult to work with

analytically. A closed form solution for the exact distribution of play at equilibrium, f ∗(ei),
would entail the analytical solution of a system of n equations with the form in 3.9. However,
numerical solutions to such a system are obtained with relative ease using existing software.
In this section, I will present the technique used to obtain these solutions and present some
sample solved equilibria.

To compute equilibria, I will use a discrete approximate to equation 3.9 of the following
form:

Pr(ei = eia) =
exp(λbũi(eia)])∑
w∈Si

exp(λbũi(eiw))
(3.26)

Here, Si is a bounded grid of points in one-dimensional unbounded effort space. The
fineness of this grid can be arbitrarily increased to improve the accuracy of the solution, up
to the limits of computability. With this approximation in hand, we can calculate equilibrium
predicted probabilities for any given constellation of parameters. The technique I employ
was introduced by Theodore Turocy (2005). In the article, he describes the calculation of
a limiting logistic quantal response equilibrium using the homotopy principle. As Turocy
describes it (quoting Govindan and Wilson (2003)), the homotopy principle recommends the
following approach to computing an equilibrium:

Given a system of equations whose zeroes one wants to compute, first deform
the system to one with a unique easily-computed solution, then reverse the
deformation to trace (a selection of) solutions of the associated systems along
the way to find a solution of the original system at the terminus (Govindan and
Wilson, 2003, p. 66).

In this case, the system with the easily computed solution is the quantal response equilibrium
for the case where λb = 0: at this point, all efforts are played with equal probability (choice
is random). Suppose that y(s) is (e(s), λ(s)), where effort and the error parameter are
parameterized by a new variable s. y(s) has J + 1 elements, where J =

∑n
i=1Qi and QI is

the cardinality of the set of i’s strategies Si (the extra element in y is λb). Turocy proposes
to compute QREs at other values of λb by computing dy(s)/ds using a system of differential
equations, up to a point where λb reaches a sufficiently high value that e approximates the
asymptote as λb →∞. The details of Turocy’s approach, which are beyond the scope of this
chapter, are discussed thoroughly in Turocy (2005) and Judd (1998).

This technique for computing Quantal Response equilibria in normal form games is
implemented in the GAMBIT software of McKelvey, McLennan, and Turocy (N.d.). An
example of the output from this program is given in Figure 3.1, which shows a computed
profile of QRE strategies at λb = 2.6. This equilibrium was computed for two identical
bureaucrats for whom r = 0.5, αs = 2, αi =1, βi = 1, λs = 1, and B = 5. As the Figure
shows, both players exert an effort generally between ei = 0 and 2, with a peak slightly
above one. In fact, if we allow λb →∞, ei = 1.35 is played with probability ≈ 1.
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Figure 3.1: A Computed Quantal Response Equilibrium, λb = 2.6, λs = 1

One can also generate numerical comparative static predictions using the same technique.
The technique is straightforward: compute the limiting logit equilibrium4 for a variety of
settings, where all parameters but one are held constant and one is allowed to vary over a
certain range. Figure 3.2 demonstrates a few of these predictions.5 For all these graphs, there
are two bureaucrats, r = 0.5, αs = 2, αi = 1, βi = 1, λs = 1, B = 5, and the bureaucrat’s
action space is confined to a grid between −3 and 3 in increments of 0.5. However, each of
these graphs allows one of these parameters to vary between the values shown on the x-axis.
For example, in the upper-left panel, bureaucrat 1’s ideology varies between −1 and 1 in
increments of 0.1.

As the top two panels in the figure reveal, increases in bureaucrat 1’s ideology tend to
increase her effort level. Eventually, sufficiently large increases (or decreases) can prompt
strategic responses from other bureaucrats: in the top right panel, bureaucrat 1’s production

4In the cases examined here, the limiting logit equilibrium is always a pure strategy. However, this will
not always be true: mixed strategy equilibria can be limiting logit equilibria.

5The computations for Figure 3.2 were conducted by calling the gambit-logit program of McKelvey,
McLennan, and Turocy (2007) within R 2.4.1 using game data files generated by R. The snow 0.2-2
networking package (Tierney et al. 2007) was used to distribute calls to gambit-logit for different parameter
values to a 4-CPU workstation for faster processing.
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Figure 3.2: Changes in the Limiting Logistic Equilibrium, λs = 1

eventually grows large enough that bureaucrat 2 lowers her output (because she has so little
chance of winning the budget bonus that it provides no incentive for effort.) The lower left
panel reveals (unsurprisingly) that effort linearly increases in the size of the budget bonus.
Similarly, increases in Player 1’s professionalism linearly increase her effort, without impact
on Player 2 (at least at these effort levels; with sufficiently high or low effort from Player 1,
eventually Player 2 will lower her effort in response to lesser budget incentives to produce).
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3.3 Conclusion
This chapter has offered a theory to explain how, if the executive can control budgets

inside administrative agencies, tournament-style incentives suffice to ensure that civil ser-
vants will make policy outputs consistent with the executive’s goals, even under conditions
of limited information. The solution concept used to derive predictions from the model
incorporates the assumption that bureaucrats and supervisors are boundedly rational.
Comparative static predictions were generated, both analytical and computationally derived.

With these predictions in hand, I can proceed to the task of empirical testing. In the next
chapter, I operationalize a bureaucratic budget tournament in the laboratory and test my
theory’s predictions. Most importantly, I test two aspects of the model. First, I determine
the willingness of subjects to engage in tasks they find ideologically distasteful in order to
receive expansions in their budget (cash payments in the experiment.) Secondly, I investigate
whether subjects are willing to obey executive mandates without financial compensation
(i.e., whether norms of subordination bind them.) It is to these tests, and tests of the other
propositions above, that I now turn.
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CHAPTER 4

LABORATORY EVIDENCE FOR THE POWER OF
STRATEGIC BUDGETING IN AN IDEOLOGICAL

ENVIRONMENT1

In order for strategic budgeting to be normatively and scientifically noteworthy to policy
makers and political scientists, it is important to demonstrate that using this technique
causes bureaucrats to comply with a supervisor’s policy agenda even when the bureaucrats
ideologically disagree with that agenda. A test could be run in the field, with the cooperation
of a field agency, but such a test would be expensive and politically difficult to secure without
existing evidence for the technique’s effectiveness. In addition, that test could not definitively
rule out rival causes for any change in bureaucratic responsiveness.

In this chapter, I run a laboratory experiment designed to assess the marginal impact of
ideologically-charged tasks on strategic budgeting’s effectiveness while ruling out all rival
causes through experimental control. Subjects are asked to contribute to ideologically-
formed groups at a cost to themselves. Subjects compete against each other in pairs,
with a cash penalty probabalistically assigned to one of the pair according to their relative
contribution. Contributions are compared to a condition where group assignment is random
(non-ideological).

Some of the findings are surprising. As expected, I find that strategic budgeting remains
effective as a management technique in an ideological environment, and is in fact more
effective than theory predicts. Ideological congruence with the task tends to boost output
(and ideological incongruence tends to depress output). However, I also find that competition
against a partner with similar ideology facilitates collusion against the supervisor: both
subject lower their output, so that they both need to contribute less for the same probability
of receiving the penalty. This collusion only occurs when group assignment is ideological
and when both competing subjects share the same ideology.

4.1 Experimental Design
In the experiment, 6 subjects are first broken into two groups, depending on the

treatment. In the ideological treatment, subjects are asked about their general political
ideology before any of the other aspects of the experiment are described; the three most

1This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grant #0720055.
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conservative subjects are then placed into “the conservative group,” while the three most
liberal subjects are placed into “the liberal group.” In the non-ideological treatment, the
survey question is not asked; instead, group assignment occurs randomly into either “Group
A” or “Group B.”

Once assigned to a group, subjects are sorted into pairs with a counterpart. Two pairs
contain members of the same group, with one conservative/conservative or A/A pairing and
one liberal/liberal or B/B pairing, while the third pair contains a mixed conservative/liberal
or A/B pairing. Each subject is given 10 tokens and 250 ECUs, or Economic Currency Units
($1.00 = 200 ECUs). Subjects may then choose whether to contribute tokens to one of two
groups, or keep the tokens for themselves. Each token contributed to a group creates 2 ECUs
for every member of that group, but costs the subject money: x tokens given to a group
costs a subject x2ECUs.

The tournament aspect of the experiment is similar to the one in described Bull, Schotter,
and Weigelt (1987, see also Schotter and Weigelt, 1992). Subjects are informed that a
penalty2 of 150 ECUs will be assessed to themselves or their counterpart, with the penalty
assessed according to the number of tokens that they and their counterpart give to one of
the two groups, which I will call the target group.3 The probability of a subject receiving
the penalty is given by the cumulative distribution function of the uniform distribution: if
subject X gives x tokens to the target group while subject Y gives y tokens, then subject
X’s probability of receiving the penalty is:

Pr(X) =
y

x+ y

The penalty selection process is explained to the subjects as having the computer simulate
placing all contributed tokens into a bag, then randomly drawing one token from the bag. If
the token drawn is one’s own, the counterpart received the penalty; if the token drawn is the
counterpart’s, than oneself received the penalty. If x + y = 0, as explained to the subjects,
the penalty is determined by a simulated coin flip. Note that, by design, subjects cannot
lose money in the experiment: the lowest possible payoff is 0 ECUs.

The principal-agent game embedded in this experiment is between the experimenter (or
the computer program), who represents the collective interest of the target group, and the
subjects. Subjects have the choice between contributing to the target group (at a cost
to themselves) and avoiding the penalty, shirking by contributing to neither group (and
avoiding the cost of contribution), or subverting the principal’s wishes by contributing to
the non-target group.

The experiment lasts 20 periods. For the first set of 10 periods, the target group remains
the same. The second set of 10 periods switches the target group to the other group. A
subject’s pairing with the counterpart remains the same throughout all these periods. Hence,
there are potential ordering effects in the experiment depending on which of the two groups

2A similar experiment could be performed using rewards instead of penalties, but this experiment uses
penalties because in applied situations governments may find it easier to cut budgets than add to them.
Hence, this experiment should more closely reflect the effects of strategic budgeting in the bureaucracy.

3Subjects were not given the label of “target group”, but merely told that “A penalty of 150 ECUs will
be assessed to you or your Counterpart. This penalty will be assessed on the basis of the number of tokens
that you and your Counterpart gave to the <name of target> group.”
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was the target group first. I therefore systematically vary the ordering of the target group,
with half of the sessions using the conservative group/Group A as the first target group and
the other half using the liberal group/Group B as the first target group. Combined with the
ideological/non-ideological group treatment variation, the overall design of the experiment
is a 2x2 block. At the conclusion of the experiment, a risk-assessment task and demographic
survey were administered; these treatments do not enter into the present analysis and took
place strictly after the treatments analyzed here; subjects did not know about these future
elements of the experiment when participating in the tournament.

4.2 Expectations from Prior Experiments
There have been several experimental studies of competition for a prize that help guide

design decisions and enable the formation of expectations for the present experiment. Though
none take place in an ideologically-charged environment, these studies have examined a
wide variety of settings and help to shape expectations for the experiment presented in
this paper. First, I expect the competitive incentives provided by the penalty tournament
to be effective at motivating token contributions (i.e., effort) and equilibrium predictions
to be accurate, as they have been in previous experiments. Second, I expect there to be
considerable heterogeneity in the response that subjects have to these incentives. Finally,
in ideological treatments, equilibrium predictions about the direction of response should be
accurate, but (again) I expect a considerable degree of heterogeneity on this front.

4.2.1 Effectiveness
Past experiments on competitive incentives suggest that, on average, these incentives

are effective at motivating effort. This point is demonstrated by the experiments of Bull,
Schotter, and Weigelt (1987) the first attempt to examine the effectiveness of tournament
incentives in the laboratory and one of the first to examine tournaments empirically in any
form. The authors ran a wide variety of experiments designed to investigate a number of
different influences on tournament outcomes.

The basic procedure of Bull, Schotter, and Weigelt is as follows. Subjects are randomly
paired and allowed to choose an effort level e between 0 and 100, inclusive. Higher decision
numbers result in quadratically increasing costs to the subject (c = e2/10000). After a
random number between -40 and 40 is added to this decision number to form that subject’s
total effort, it is compared with the total effort of his/her partner; the person with the larger
effort level wins a prize of $1.45, with the other subject earning $0.86.4 The procedure is
repeated for 12 rounds, with the same subject pairing in each round. The authors find that,
on average, subjects in this treatment make decisions that are consistent with the equilibrium
decision e = 37. Similar results are confirmed in a replication and extension by Drago and
Heywood (1989).

As noted, the paper also explores a wide variety of alternative treatments to test the
robustness of tournament incentives to different environments. Convergence to equilibrium
(on average) is robust to changes in the cost function that raise the equilibrium decision

4A coin was flipped to determine the winner in the event of a tie.
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to e = 74, to longer experiments with more rounds of play, to play against robots, and to
widening of the distribution of the random number that makes outcomes less-related to one’s
decision.

4.2.2 Heterogeneity in Response
Although competitive incentives are effective on average, individual response to these

incentives can be heterogeneous. While the Bull, Schotter, and Weigelt experiments do
confirm convergence to predicted equilibrium effort levels on average, there is a great deal of
variance around this average, even in the late stages of an extended experiment where play
lasts for 25 rounds. Thus, individual response to the treatment is homogeneous and can be
inconsistent with the equilibrium prediction.

Bull, Schotter, and Weigelt believe that variance in tournament play, which is greater
than variance in a comparable piece rate pay institution run by the authors, can be explained
by the fact “that a tournament, unlike the piece rate, is a game and so requires strategic, as
opposed to simply maximizing, behavior” (1987, p. 3). Note that they do not believe that
the phenomenon is solely driven by information asymmetry (for example, by the difficulty of
inferring what the other subject’s strategy actually is). The authors conducted experiments
wherein subjects competed with robots that always played a fixed decision number known
to the subjects and found that substantial variance in play remained, though some was
eliminated. Instead, they concluded, “one reason for the higher variance of choices in
tournaments as opposed to piece rates is that the computational aspects of the maximizations
in the tournaments are harder than those in the piece rates” (1987, p. 26).

This explanation is rejected by Drago and Heywood (1989), who believe that the variance
observed by Bull, Schotter, and Weigelt was due to the relatively flat payoff function around
the optimum. By conducting a new experiment with a more dramatically peaked payoff
function around the optimum,5 Drago and Heywood are able to reduce the level of variance
considerably, so much that the variance around effort is no different than the variance around
the effort outcomes of a comparable linear piece rate mechanism. Their result seems to
confirm the idea that tournaments are no more computationally difficult than piece rate
mechanisms.

4.2.3 Asymmetric Incentives
Finally, when subjects have unequal motivation to win the tournament, the less-motivated

subject’s response to competition with a more-motivated subject is itself heterogeneous.
Asymmetric tournaments, where subjects face different parameters in the tournament, are
of particular interest: bureaucrats are likely to be a heterogeneous population with respect
to ideology, and thus may perceive different costs of exerting effort when competing for
budgets.

One of the variations of the Bull, Schotter, and Weigelt experiments exposes each member
of a subject pair to a different cost function, clow = e2/25000 and chigh = 2e2/25000, and

5In this new treatment, the cost function is manipulated so that payoffs at every effort choice are equal
to the payoffs of the piece rate mechanism in Bull, Schotter, and Weigelt’s paper.
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prizes of $1.60 and $0.80. Both subjects know their own cost function and the cost function of
the person with whom they are matched. In this experiment, the cost-disadvantaged subjects
(those with the steeper cost function c2) choose decision numbers of 56.45 on average, far
higher than their equilibrium choice of e = 37, while cost-advantaged subjects choose decision
numbers of 75.55 on average, close to their equilibrium choice of 70. The authors speculate
that the greater effort exerted by cost-disadvantaged subjects could be due to a preference
for winning beyond its pecuniary value. However, as the authors point out, this explanation
cannot explain why the cost-advantaged subjects do not play a best response to the cost-
disadvantaged subjects’ strategy: although 70 is an equilibrium, the best response to e = 56
for a cost-advantaged subject is e = 86 (Bull, Schotter and Weigelt, 1987, p. 24).

In a later paper, Schotter andWeigelt (1992) further extend the exploration of asymmetric
tournaments. The basic design of their experiments is similar to the Bull, Schotter, and
Weigelt experiments described above, but with the introduction of two types of asymmetric
tournament, unfair and uneven. In an unfair tournament, subjects’ total effort must be k
units greater than that of his counterpart in order to win the larger prize, where both subjects
know the value of k. In an uneven tournament, subjects have different cost functions, one
steeper than the other, so that ci = αcj, α > 1. In unfair tournaments, the authors find
that subjects exert greater effort than predicted in equilibrium, although less effort than the
equilibrium of a symmetric tournament. In uneven tournaments, on average subjects exerted
the level of effort predicted in equilibrium, but at the individual level tended to follow one
of two patterns: either the cost-disadvantaged subject dropped out completely (set e = 0),
or contributed more than would be predicted in equilibrium.

4.3 Theoretical Predictions
One advantage of the experimental environment is that the situation can be carefully

designed to produce firm theoretical expectations for testing. As long as the parameters
involved are numerically observable—such as the size of the penalty, the shape of the cost
function, and the direct reward of contribution to a group—it is straightforward to calculate
point predictions for token contribution to the target group. When parameters involved are
only indirectly observable—such as the degree of ideological affinity that a subject has for
the task—point predictions will not be meaningful, but comparative static predictions can
still be derived by looking at the calculated change in token contributions as the partially-
observable factor changes.

In terms of the theory described in Chapter 3, subjects in the experiment play the
role of bureaucratic agents. The principal makes no decisions in this experiment: penalty
assignment is conducted by the computer, implementing a common-knowledge rule. Hence,
all tested predictions pertain to bureaucratic responses to the incentives created by strategic
budgeting.

Note that Chapter 3 describes a one-shot game, not the repeated game implemented
in the experiment. However, given the relatively short and obviously finite period of the
experiment, expectations for behavior should not be different than those for a one-period
game.
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4.3.1 Benchmark Prediction
When subjects do not derive any utility from the task beyond that of direct payment,

utility that might (for example) derive from minimal group identification, ideological
affinity or professional regard for the assigned task, all elements of their utility function
are numerically observable and a point prediction is meaningful. Let ek be subject k’s
contribution to the target group, i denote a subject, j denote the subject’s counterpart, and
C denote contributions to the target group by all other subjects in the session. Subject i’s
utility in the case where the subject is a member of the target group should be:

ui (ei, ej, C) = 250− 150
ej

ei + ej
+ 2 (ei + ej + C)− e2i (4.1)

How many tokens will subject i contribute in equilibrium? Because the tournament
occurs only in pairs in this experiment, the game is simple enough to solve using traditional
techniques to find a Nash equilibrium, which in this case will be identical to the limiting
logit QRE (see below). Taking derivatives with respect to ei:

∂ui
∂ei

= 150
ej

(ei + ej)
2 − 2ei + 2 (4.2)

When i maximizes his/her utility, equation 4.2 will equal zero. Note that the decisions
of all other subjects, as captured in C, have dropped out of this expression. A symmetric
solution can be derived for subject j:

∂ui
∂ej

= 150
ei

(ei + ej)
2 − 2ej + 2 (4.3)

Setting equations 4.2 and 4.3 equal to zero forms a system of two equations in two
unknowns, which can be solved using a computer algebra system. In this case, the equilibrium
prediction is ei = ej ≈ 4.86. This prediction is identical to the limiting logit QRE prediction
for this case, which I calculated using the Gambit software package (McKelvey, McLennan
and Turocy, N.d.). Because subjects can contribute only a discrete number of tokens in the
experiment, I round this prediction up to 5 tokens.

The same process can be used to generate a benchmark prediction for cases where
both subjects are not members of the target group. In this case, the subject’s utility is
equation 4.1 with the 2 (ei + ej + C) term removed. In this case, the calculated equilibrium
is ei = ej ≈ 4.33, or a discrete prediction of 4 tokens contributed to the target group in the
experiment.

Finally, a benchmark prediction can be calculated for the case where one subject is a
member of the target group, while the other subject is not a member of the target group.
Here, one subject will have utility as given in equation 4.1, while the other will have the
2ei+2ej+C term removed. Here, the equilibrium prediction for the subject who is a member
of the target group is ≈ 4.85 or 5 tokens, while the equilibrium prediction for the non-member
is ≈ 4.32 or 4 tokens. These predictions are similar (though not precisely identical) to the
behavioral predictions inside of matched pairings.

Note that the difference in predicted contribution for target and non-target group
members without ideological affinity is merely the product of the small direct benefit (2 ECUs
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per contributed token) that target group members receive and non-target members do not.
The experiment is not designed to produce a difference in these two levels of contribution,
as this difference would be hard to statistically detect. Rather, the experiment is designed
to detect a difference between ideological and non-ideological subjects, and the predictions
here are benchmarks to which ideologically-charged subjects will be compared.

4.3.2 Comparative Statics: Ideological Affinity
The experimental design systematically varies whether group membership is determined

by ideological affiliation or random assignment. Hence, if subjects do assign a value to
group contributions over its direct monetary payoff value to them, subject behavior in this
treatment will reflect that component of value. In addition, the design is able to distinguish
value assignment due to minimal group affiliation, as this effect (if any) will be present in
the treatment that uses random group assignment to arbitrarily labeled groups.

With ideological affinity for the task added, the utility function for the subject becomes:

ui (ei, ej, C) = 250− 150
ej

ei + ej
+ (2 + αi) (ei + ej + C)− e2i

The degree of ideological affinity for the task is given by αi. Taking derivatives as before:

∂ui
∂ei

= 150
ej

(ei + ej)
2 − 2ei + 2 + αi

Hence, by solving the system of equations as before, I can generate predictions for the
number of tokens I expect subjects to contribute. Point predictions about the difference
are not directly helpful, as I do not measure the precise degree of ideological affiliation with
the task and theory does not provide direct guidance without such a measurement. These
calculated predictions can, however, be leveraged to make a comparative static prediction
about how the number of tokens played will change as the degree of ideological affiliation
changes. Figure 4.1 displays a contour plot of the number of tokens played by subjects i and
j as their ideological affinities change. The contours are plotted over a range of plausible
values6 for ideological affinity; the extremes of 15 and −15 depict situations where every
token played is worth the ideological equivalent of 15 or −15 ECUs, respectively. As the
plots depict, when holding the ideological affiliation of the other player constant, the number
of tokens played by a subject in equilibrium is monotonically increasing in his or her own
ideological affiliation. Translating this prediction to the experiment, positive ideological
affiliation with the target group should increase the number of tokens a subject contributes
to that group, while negative ideological affiliation should decrease the contribution.

The plot in Figure 4.1 raises an important point: the number of tokens played in
equilibrium will vary not only according to one’s own ideological affiliation, but also according
to that of the counterpart. The mechanism is straightforward to understand: if one’s partner
is motivated by ideology to play more tokens (or fewer tokens), then my probability of
winning is decreased (or increased) and my strategy may change accordingly. The contour

6Plots ranging even wider—for example, from -50 to 50—yield the same result, but predict token
allocations outside the boundaries of 0 and 10.
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Figure 4.1: Tokens Played in Equilibrium Under Different Ideological Affinity Pairings

plot does not yield firm predictions of ideologically like vs. unlike pairings, as there are
regions in the plot where increasing counterpart affinity first decreases, then increases one’s
own play in equilibrium. However, the plot does show that significant differences between
like and unlike groups may exist if ideological valence is a factor, despite the almost-
indistinguishable benchmark predictions without ideology. Hence, it will be prudent to
compare like pairings to other like pairings, and unlike pairings to unlike pairings, to ensure
a fair comparison.

4.4 Data and Statistical Analysis
The experiments were conducted in the xs/fs laboratory for experimental social science

at Florida State University, using 102 undergraduate students as subjects (54 in the
ideological treatment, 48 in the non-ideological treatment). The laboratory provides a large
number of private, networked computing carrels that allow subjects to make their decisions
anonymously. Each session of the experiment experiment was run using 12 subjects in front
of private computer terminals, with the 12 subjects randomly assigned to two subsessions of
6 subjects simultaneously taking place in the same room. The experiments were programmed
using zTree (2007), a software toolbox for economic experiments. All subjects received a $10
show-up fee in addition to what they earned in the experiment; subjects earned a total of
$27.13 on average.

4.4.1 Descriptive Statistics
The vast majority (92%) of subject contributions in the data set are made to the target

group. In later rounds (period 15 and later), this percentage rises to 95.7%. This outcome is
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Figure 4.2: Contributions to the Target Group by Period

not surprising, as there is no financial incentive to contribute to the non-target group. Given
these facts, analysis will be focused on contributions to the target group.

Figure 4.2 displays a plot of the overall average contributions to the target group over time
in the 20 periods of the experiment. It seems clear that subjects at first tend to contribute
at levels slightly below any of the benchmark equilibrium predictions, but then contribute
progressively more over the first six periods until reaching an average level a full token above
even the maximum predicted benchmark contribution. In the second ten periods of the
experiment, there seems to be a modest restart effect with slightly lowered contributions,
but the average contribution level quickly returns to an overall average contribution of about
six tokens, again one token more than the maximum benchmark. Other than the restart
effect, there seems to be little difference in the first and second sets of periods, at least on
average.

Recall that, in section 4.3.2, I found reason to suspect that there may be systematic
differences in the contribution levels of like and unlike pairings of subjects, particularly in
the ideological treatment. An examination of overall results separated by like and unlike
pairs empirically confirms this suspicions. Subjects in unlike pairs who were members in
the target group contributed an average of 6.89 tokens to the target group, compared to
only 5.95 tokens for members of the target group in like pairs; this difference is statistically
significant (p < .001)7 according to a Mann-Whitney test. Similarly, subjects in unlike pairs
who were not members of the target group contributed an average of 6.14 tokens to the target
group, compared to only 4.83 tokens for non-members of the target group in like pairs; this
difference is also highly statistically significant (p < .001).

Due to this systematic difference among like and unlike groups, I examine the results of
7Unless otherwise noted, all reported p-values are for a two-tailed test.
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Table 4.1: Contributions to the Target Group, Like Pairings

treatment and group membership average s.e. p-value ∆benchmark p-value NT

Non-ideological, in target group 5.96 0.163 - +1.10 >0.001 320
Ideological, in target group 5.94 0.154 - +1.08 >0.001 360
difference 0.021 - 0.881

Non-ideological, not in target group 5.35 0.163 +1.02 >0.001 320
Ideological, not in target group 4.36 0.154 +0.03 0.448 360
difference 0.986 - >0.001

The statistical significance of the difference between ideological and non-ideological treatments was determined using
a non-parametric Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. The statistical significance of the difference between overall outcomes
and predicted benchmarks was determined using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Reported p-values
are substantively similar to those derived from standard ANOVA analysis.

these pairings separately. Table 4.1 shows averaged contributions to the target group among
like pairings (that is, pairings where both subjects are members of the same group). The
results are arranged separately according to whether subjects are members of the target
group, as different theoretical expectations exist for these two cases as described above.

As shown, there is little substantive difference between the ideological and non-ideological
treatments when subjects are members of the target group: in both cases, the average
contribution is about 1 token greater than the benchmark prediction of 4.86. In both cases,
the outcome is statistically distinguishable from the benchmark.

When subjects are not members of the target group, there is a detectable difference
between the ideological and non-ideological treatments. Subjects in the non-ideological
treatment have contribution levels that are very similar to those of target group members.
Subjects in the ideological treatment, however, contribute 4.36 tokens on average, a result not
statistically distinguishable from the benchmark prediction of 4.33 tokens. This contribution
level is nearly a full token lower than that of the non-ideological treatment, a statistically
significant difference.

Table 4.2 displays averaged contributions to the target group among unlike pairings
wherein subjects are members of different groups. In the case where subjects were members
of the target group, those in the ideological treatment contributed 1.38 more tokens than their
counterparts in the non-ideological treatment, a highly statistically significant difference.
In both cases, contributions are well over the benchmark theoretical prediction, with
contributions in the non-ideological treatment similar to contribution levels to target group
members in like pairs.

Results for subjects who were not members of the target group seem to tell essentially
the same story. Again, subjects in the ideological treatment contribute more tokens than
those in the non-ideological treatment, and the difference is statistically significant though
substantively smaller than among target group members (0.587 tokens instead of 1.38
tokens). Also as before, contribution levels are significantly higher than their theoretical
benchmark, a token and a half in the case of subjects in the non-ideological treatment and
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Table 4.2: Contributions to the Target Group, Unlike Pairings

average s.e. p-value ∆benchmark p-value NT

Non-ideological, target group member 6.16 0.231 - +1.31 >0.001 160
Ideological, target group member 7.54 0.393 - +2.69 >0.001 180
difference -1.38 - >0.001

Non-ideological, not in target group 5.83 0.231 - +1.51 >0.001 160
Ideological, not in target group 6.41 0.218 - +2.09 >0.001 180
difference -0.587 - 0.0886

The statistical significance of the difference between ideological and non-ideological treatments was determined using
a non-parametric Mann-Whitney rank-sum test. The statistical significance of the difference between overall outcomes
and predicted benchmarks was determined using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Reported p-values
are substantively similar to those derived from standard ANOVA analysis.

over two tokens in the case of subjects in the ideological treatment.
One other aspect of the data deserves mention: as has been observed in previous

tournament experiments, there is a great deal of variance in the data at the individual
level. The distribution of tokens contributed to the target group is shown in Figure 4.3. As
has been observed in previous experiments (Bull, Schotter and Weigelt, 1987; Schotter and
Weigelt, 1992), a great deal of heterogeneity in play exists among individual participants
despite convergence to a stable average. Nor does this heterogeneity disappear over time, as
Figure 4.4 shows: even in the second-to-last period of the experiment, there is a substantial
degree of difference in the individual play choices of subjects.

4.4.2 Panel Analysis
Experimental methodology can eliminate many of the threats to inference that typically

exist in a panel data set. In particular, random assignment of the key regressors ensures that
omitted variable bias is not an issue. As bias from unobserved unit heterogeneity or omitted
dynamic terms is a form of omitted variable bias, we need not worry about these threats
to the validity of estimated coefficients. However, experimental methods cannot eliminate
several potential problems with the data.

Threats to Inference

First, by design, the range of possible contributions is limited: subjects cannot destroy
contributions to the target group by contributing negative tokens (though they can contribute
to a different, opposed group), nor can they risk losing money by contributing more than
10 tokens. Furthermore, there is evidence of crowding at these barriers at both ends of
the spectrum in Figure 4.3. This censoring process biases coefficients estimated by OLS
regression, as it introduces correlation between the error and regressors (namely, those
regressors that predict token contributions outside the boundary). In addition, the standard
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of Contributions to the Target Group

errors of the estimate can be deflated due to the crowding of observations at the barriers; only
the bottom half of the error distribution is observed for cases with predicted contributions
close to 10, and only the top half of the error distribution is observed for cases with predicted
contributions close to 0.

Second, despite the fact that unobserved unit-level heterogeneity cannot be correlated
with any of the independent variables due to random assignment, OLS regression may still
yield incorrect estimates of the standard error. Hence, though magnitudes of estimated
effects will not be influenced, it will be necessary to correct for unit heterogeneity to ensure
that I can accurately determine whether these effects are statistically distinguishable from
zero.

Finally, as indicated by Figure 4.2, there is certainly a trend in the data set over time.
As the plot shows an apparently curvilinear growth over the first 10 periods, with a similar
but less dramatic pattern in the second 10 periods. The plot also implies that the initial
contribution level of the second set of periods starts higher than that of the first.
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Figure 4.4: Distributions of Contributions to the Target Group, Period 19

Model Selection

Statistical approaches exist to deal with these problems. Censored observations can be
explicitly modeled using Tobit regression, which separately models the process of (i) being
censored and (ii) the observed value of the dependent variable conditional on not being
censored. The problem of unit heterogeneity can be handled using a random effects approach,
especially appropriate for this setting as zero correlation between the regressors and the
unit effect is guaranteed by random assignment. Correcting for both of these problems
simultaneously allows for two related choices: a random-effects Tobit model, or a censored
negative binomial regression (Hilbe, 2005, 2007) that recognizes the count nature of the data,
with standard errors clustered by subject to correct for panel heterogeneity. The random-
effects Tobit model was preferred by the Akaike Information Criterion for every model I
estimated; hence, these results are presented.

Controls are included to handle the trend and ordering effects present in the data. A
logged period variable can effectively model the trend present in the data. An intercept term
for the first set of sessions can handle the difference in the first and second sessions.
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Table 4.3: RE Tobit, Pooled Observations

variable coefficient p-value

target is own group 0.666 >0.001
ideological groups -0.317 0.447
own target * ideological groups 1.16 >0.001

Controls

first sequence -1.94 >0.001
ln periods 1-10 1.31 >0.001
ln periods 11-20 0.428 0.001
constant 5.01 >0.001

Results derived from a random-effects Tobit model estimated in Stata
9.2. N=102, T=20, NT=2040. 181 observations were left-censored,
277 were right-censored.

Results

Table 4.3 presents results for all observations, pooling subjects that were in like and
unlike pairings. The results indicate that ideological affinity does not, on average, add
significantly to the rebellion of subjects against contributions to a group that is not their
own: while subjects in the ideological treatment contribute 1

3
of a token less when the target

group is not their own compared to subjects in the non-ideological treatment, this difference
is not statistically significant. However, ideological affinity does tend to increase positive
contributions to one’s own group: compared with the non-ideological treatment, subjects in
the ideological treatment contribute an average of 0.84 more tokens to the target group when
they are members of the target group. This increase is statistically significant (p = 0.043).

Theoretical predictions and examination of raw descriptive statistics from the experiment
show that examining the behavior of subjects in like and unlike pairings is appropriate. Ta-
bles 4.1 and 4.2 therefore conduct separate analysis for like and unlike pairings, respectively.
In the case of unlike pairs, the result above holds: subjects in the ideological treatment
contribute 1.81 more tokens (p = 0.006)8 than those in the non-ideological treatment when
they are members of the target group, while ideological and non-ideological groups are
no different when not members of the target group. However, like pairs exhibit different
behavior: subjects in the ideological treatment contribute 1.29 fewer tokens when not
members of the target group, but behave no differently than the non-ideological group when
members of the target group.

The results of the random-effects tobit models therefore confirm the initial conclusions
drawn from the descriptive statistics. Contributions to the target group are lower in the

8This result is obtained using a combined significance test on
(

∂contribution
∂ideological |target = 1

)
= βideological +

βown target·ideology · own target; all such results reported in the text are based on combined significance tests
where appropriate.
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Table 4.4: RE Tobit, Subject Pair in Same Group

variable coefficient p-value

target is own group 0.814 0.026
ideological groups -1.29 >0.001
own target * ideological groups 1.17 >0.001

Controls

first sequence -1.89 >0.001
ln periods 1-10 1.46 >0.001
ln periods 11-20 0.568 >0.001
constant 4.71 >0.001

Results derived from a random-effects Tobit model estimated in Stata
9.2. N=68, T=20, NT=1360. 146 observations were left-censored, 139
were right-censored.

Table 4.5: RE Tobit, Subject Pair in Different Groups

variable coefficient p-value

target is own group 0.338 0.337
ideological groups 0.690 0.298
own target * ideological groups 1.12 0.022

Controls

first sequence -2.07 >0.001
ln periods 1-10 1.03 >0.001
ln periods 11-20 0.151 0.547
constant 6.30 >0.001

Results derived from a random-effects Tobit model estimated in Stata
9.2. N=34, T=20, NT=680. 35 observations were left-censored, 138
were right-censored.

ideological treatment when both subjects are not members of the target group, supporting
the conclusion that ideological valence tends to suppress contributions to an ideologically
opposed group, even when competitive pressures to contribute exist. However, contributions
are higher in the ideological treatment when a target group member competes with a non-
target group member, indicating that ideological valence tends to boost contributions to
one’s own group.
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4.5 Discussion
The results of the experiment generally support the predictions of Chapter 3, though

with some important qualifications. Subjects in the experiment did converge to a positive
contribution level, confirming the qualitative prediction that the tournament-style strategic
budgeting incentives are capable of motivating positive output in an environment with
competing pressures for group loyalty. In addition, the ideological treatment did create
systematic differences in contribution levels that are consistent with the predicted change.
However, several predictions of the theory were not confirmed, and merit additional discus-
sion.

4.5.1 Overcontribution
While qualitatively accurate, the theory’s quantitative prediction systematically un-

derestimated the observed level of contribution in all but one case. This systematic
underprediction extends even to those cases where groups were not ideological, and hence
the underprediction cannot be solely attributed to this factor. Nor do previous tournament
experiments observe the overcontribution observed in this experiment. While past experi-
ments observe considerable heterogeneity at the individual level, average contribution levels
are generally at or below predicted levels.

Aside from the aspect of ideological affinity, the present experiment differs in an important
way from past experiments: subjects are organized into different groups, with contributions
to one or the other group creating benefits for that group’s members. The fact that this
contribution creates a collective good for other people might spur higher contributions in all
treatments, regardless of whether these groups are ideological in nature, due to a valuation
that individual subjects assign to the welfare of others. Note that the value created for
oneself via contribution to the public good is already included in the predicted contribution
level; this is the constant 2 term in equation 4.2.

When past experiments have employed a group-based design (e.g., Nalbanian and
Schotter, 1997), the groups contributed to a collective effort that determined whether
everyone on the team won or lost a competition with another group. This design creates
a free-rider problem within the teams, creating an incentive to shirk that could easily
overwhelm any group affinity effect. By contrast, an individual subject’s victory competition
in my experiment does not depend on other subjects’ contributions, eliminating a downward
pressure on contributions and allowing a group affinity effect to be observed.

4.5.2 Ideology and Pairing Structure
The theory’s predictions about ideological valence in like pairings were partially con-

firmed: compared to the non-ideological treatment, ideological subjects in like pairings
contributed fewer tokens when they were not members of the target group. However,
contributions are not higher for ideological subjects who are members of the target group
participating in like pairs, as would be expected from the theory. In unlike pairings, this
pattern of confirmed and unconfirmed predictions is reversed. Subjects in the ideological
treatment contributed more tokens than subjects in the non-ideological treatment when
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Table 4.6: RE Tobit, Subject in Target Group

variable coefficient p-value

subject in like pair -0.619 0.404
ideological groups 1.52 0.050
like pair * ideological groups -1.61 0.091

Controls

first sequence -1.35 0.013
ln periods 1-10 1.53 >0.001
ln periods 11-20 0.289 0.050
constant 6.07 >0.001

Results derived from a random-effects Tobit model estimated in Stata
9.2. N=102, T=20, NT=1020. 43 observations were left-censored, 157
were right-censored.

they were members of the target group, but contributions are not lower for subjects in the
ideological treatment who are not members of the target group.

The effect of ideology, at least in the context of this experiment, appears to be contextual.
Subjects only feel comfortable shirking contributions on an ideological basis when their
competitor is in the same group, and presumably likely to share a motivation to shirk. The
presence of a competitor from the target group group deters this form of shirking, perhaps
because the subject knows that the competitor will not shirk for ideological reasons and
will therefore gain an advantage in the competition if the subject shirks him or herself. In
other words, ideological shirking might be compared to a form of risky cooperation, akin
to a Prisoner’s Dilemma. If both subjects cooperate by shirking, both enjoy an ideological
benefit and maintain the same probability of receiving the penalty—but mutual shirking can
only occur when both subjects will benefit, when neither is a member of the target group.

But the interaction between ideological affinity and mutual shirking goes beyond this
narrow case. Table 4.6 shows the results of a regression performed on subjects who were in
the target group; the main regressors of interest are (i) whether the subject was in a pair
with a member of the same group, (ii) whether the groups were ideologically determined, and
(iii) an interaction between the previous two regressors. In the non-ideological treatment,
being in a like pair has no statistically discernible impact on the number of tokens a subject
contributes to the target group. However, in the ideological treatment, being in a like pair
results in 2.24 fewer tokens contributed to the target group (p < .001). This decline exists
in spite of the fact that both subjects are members of the target group, and hence should
derive financial and ideological benefits from contributions to that group. The same finding
holds for subjects who are not in the target group, as shown in Table 4.7: being in a like pair
results in a decline of 3.03 tokens contributed to the target group, but only in the ideological
treatment.

It therefore appears that being in a common ideological group can serve to facilitate trust
between subjects beyond whatever trust is created by a randomly assigned group, and this
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Table 4.7: RE Tobit, Subject not in Target Group

variable coefficient p-value

subject in like pair -0.616 0.789
ideological groups 0.813 0.383
like pair * ideological groups -2.42 0.033

Controls

first sequence -2.57 >0.001
ln periods 1-10 1.06 >0.001
ln periods 11-20 0.590 0.002
constant 6.17 >0.001

Results derived from a random-effects Tobit model estimated in Stata
9.2. N=102, T=20, NT=1020. 138 observations were left-censored,
120 were right-censored.

trust facilitates collusion between subjects that undermines the incentives of the tournament.
Similar problems are not unknown to the literature on bureaucratic duplication (e.g., Ting,
2003), but usually involve deriving benefit from another agency’s work product rather than
the “mutual disarmament” to avoid punishment by a superior observed here. The threat
of such collusion is known to tournament theorists (see Bolton and Dewatripont, 2005, pp.
26-38), though the finding that shared ideology facilitates collusion is novel.

In addition to this collusion effect, ideological identification of groups can increase a
subject’s effort level by increasing his/her affinity with the task. The results in Tables 4.6
and 4.5 both indicate a direct, positive impact of ideology on contributions to the target
group when subjects were in an unlike pairing. However, the collusion effect of ideology
cancels out the effect of increased affinity for the task in cases where both subjects are in the
target group. Hence, there is no net change in the number of tokens contributed to the target
group. When both subjects are not in the target group, the negative effect of ideological
affinity pushes subjects in the same direction as the power of collusion, and hence subjects
contribute fewer tokens compared to subjects in the non-ideological group.

4.5.3 Strategic Budgeting Beyond the Laboratory
What do the results of the experiment mean for strategic budgeting in agencies beyond

the laboratory? First, the experiment gives us a reason to expect that tournament-
style incentives will effective in government bureaucracies. Under all conditions, subjects
contributed as many tokens as predicted in equilibrium, and typically more. Hence, we
have ample reason to believe that tournament-style incentives exert the expected causal
effect on behavior, including in ideologically-charged environments. If we can observe a
relationship between correlates of strategic budgeting and correlates of bureaucratic effort,
as I do in Chapter 5, it is reasonable to conclude that this relationship is caused by strategic
budgeting.
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However, there are several qualifications to this conclusion. First, strategic budgeting
could be least effective on ideologically homogeneous bureaucracies opposed to the incen-
tivized goal. While the tournament incentives of the experiment did extract substantial
positive contributions from subjects to a target group to which they were ideologically
opposed, these contributions were lower than contributions from subjects in a comparable,
but non-ideological environment. Hence, while strategic budgeting techniques may help
an executive bring a hostile bureaucracy to heel, we may expect this bureaucracy to be
less-efficient than one populated with friendly bureaucrats. Outside the laboratory, where
exerting effort is both more consequential and more powerfully politically charged, we may
expect resistance to strategic budgeting techniques to be correspondingly greater.

Second, strategic budgeting may be effective on ideologically homogeneous bureaucracies
that support the incentivized goal, but collusion inside or between competing agencies may
undermine this effectiveness. Although their agreement with the executive’s goals might be
expected to increase their compliance with executive directives, they also have an incentive
(per Niskanen) to extract maximum slack from minimum effort. A homogeneous agency may
find it easier to collude against the interests of the executive (and, presumably, the public)
on this front.

Finally, strategic budgeting incentives are expected to have the greatest impact on
ideologically heterogeneous agencies. This finding is good news for democracy: patronage
(and its attendant corruption) is not required for a bureaucracy that is responsive to elected
officials and to the public. Indeed, an agency that hires on the basis of merit and without
regard to ideological conviction should, on the basis of this experiment, be easier to manage
using strategic budgeting techniques.
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CHAPTER 5

EVIDENCE FOR STRATEGIC BUDGETING IN THE
AMERICAN STATES

It is helpful to know that there exists a theoretical rationale by which executives can
control a bureaucracy, even an ideologically hostile bureaucracy, using strategic budgeting.
Combined with evidence from the laboratory that confirms the causal power of budget
incentives in an ideological environment, this theoretical argument provides strong reason to
suspect that strategically manipulating agency budgets to create competition could provide
the executive with a power lever of control, one not typically contemplated in the academic
literature on inter-branch policy-making.

But none of this evidence indicates whether, in the causally chaotic environment of
the external political world, strategic budgeting is actually used or would be an effective
technique of bureaucratic control. The purpose of this chapter is to make the case that
strategic budgeting can be effective when applied to bureaucratic agencies and may already
be employed in state agencies in the United States. To this end, I present original quantitative
evidence that suggests that strategic budgeting incentives may already be employed at the
level of the state government.

5.1 Research Design
Testing for the presence of (efficacious) strategic budgeting incentives is not straightfor-

ward. First, the existence (or absence) of budget incentives for bureaucrats is not necessarily
observable. The use of strategic budgeting incentives does not require a great deal of
coordination or infrastructure, as compared with the direct review of agency actions or
regulations. Indeed, not even the explicit articulation of a strategic management policy
would be required. Assuming that the executive does not him/herself write the budget,
all that is required is the existence of a group of individuals who share the executive’s
preferences and are informed enough about the behavior of the bureaucracy to compare
them and appropriately reward or punish agencies according to their compliance. However,
although we know that this requirement is met by the Office of Management and Budget
at the federal level, the OMB’s powers are not necessarily used to strategically budget, nor
does OMB’s scrutiny translate into easy quantification.

Second, the theory predicts a lack of dynamism in bureaucratic effort so long as the
ideology and professionalism of the bureaucrats, as well as the structure of budget incentives
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offered, do not change. I do not expect the composition of the bureaucracy nor the
institutional structure of most American governments (state or federal) to change frequently
or dramatically, meaning that most data sets are unlikely to show changes in behavior that
would be attributable to the comparative statics of strategic budgeting theory. The theory
does predict a change in bureaucratic effort if the preferences of the executive change, as
this change in preference would cause a change in budget incentives offered, but it would be
difficult to rule out alternative causes for this change in effort. For example, pure loyalty
to elected officials would cause this same change, as would the existence of an alternative
command-and-control system. Hence, short of actually varying the institutional context of
the government, it may be hard to detect the power of budgetary incentives and would
certainly be hard to separate the impact of budget incentives from rival causes.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, changes in an agency’s budget may cause changes
in that agency’s policy for reasons having nothing to do with the incentives provided by a
strategic budgeting regime. Budget expansions provide additional resources that presumably
enable a bureaucracy to increase its output. Likewise, budget contractions could force an
agency to restrict its output in order to accommodate the decline in resources.1 It will be
important to separate this impact of budget changes from the incentive-based impact of
budget changes.

I propose to test for evidence of the impact of strategic budgeting power using a technique
that avoids these pitfalls. According to the strategic budgeting theory I proposed in Chapter
3, I expect policy effort to be more consistent with the executive’s preferences in those
governments where s/he has the power to offer strategic budgeting incentives—if those
incentives are being employed. Hence, if policy effort exerted by bureaucracies systematically
varies between cases where an executive has the power to strategically budget and those
where s/he does not, controlling for the actual size of the bureaucracy’s budget during that
time, then we have evidence that strategic budget techniques are indeed being employed to
control the bureaucracy. My technique requires several conditions to be present in the data:

1. Variation in the degree of control the executive has over the budget. Because
institutional change of this nature is infrequent, this condition implies that comparative
panel data that includes variation on this institutional dimension will be advantageous
to deploy.

2. Variation in the preferences of the executive. In the comparative panel data context,
the preferences of the executive need to vary within panels in order to demonstrate
that the bureaucracy is more responsive to these changes in systems that allow for
strategic budgeting.

3. Government budget data. Information on the size of the government’s overall budget
and the budget of the agency under study will be necessary to establish that the power
of strategic budget incentives is distinct from resource constraints imposed by budget
limitations.

1Of course, some budget changes may not compromise a bureaucracy’s core outputs, but simply increase
or decrease the levels of slack available to the bureaucracy. While affecting the perks available to bureaucrats,
such fluctuations might not result in a change in policy output. I presume, however, that at least sufficiently
large decreases should eventually force a bureaucracy to produce less of some policy outputs.
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5.2 Hypotheses to Test
As noted above, I expect effort levels to be more consistent with an executive’s preferences

in systems where more powerful strategic budget incentives are being offered. This hypothesis
follows from the results of Chapter 3 showing that (i) executives will prefer to offer positive
budget incentives to induce effort, and (ii) productivity along the desired effort dimension
rises as the budget incentives offered to a bureaucrat rise accordingly. That is, suppose that
policy effort e exerted by a bureaucracy is some function g() of the executive’s preferences p
and budget incentives b, and a set of other control variables S:

e = g(p, b, S)

With this notation in hand, I can concisely write the central conceptual hypothesis to be
tested:

sign

(
∂g

∂b

)
= sign(p) (5.1)

Equation 5.1 says that the relationship between effort and budget incentives should have
the same sign as the executive’s preference for effort (assuming that p > 0 indicates a
preference for more effort and p < 0 indicated a preference for less effort). That is, executive
preference is a contextual variable that determines the influence of budget incentives on
bureaucratic behavior.

As I previously noted, I cannot directly observe the existence of magnitude of budget
incentives. Rather, I will attempt to observe whether it is possible for budget incentives to
be offered by measuring the degree of control the executive has over the budget. That is, I
presume:

budget incentives = b(c)

The variable c measures executive control over the budget. I assume that:

db

dc
> 0

Therefore, we now write effort as:

e = g(p, b(c), S)

The hypothesis to be tested is therefore:

sign

(
∂g

∂b(c)

db

dc

)
= sign(p) (5.2)

The comparative static depends on the value of db
dc
: if there is a positive relationship

between control over the budget and the offering of budgetary incentives, then using control
over budgets as a proxy for budgetary incentives is a valid test of the original conceptual
hypotheses in equation 5.1. Conceptually, control is a necessary condition for budgetary
incentives to be offered; is is therefore safe to assume that db

dc
≥ 0. Hence, if I find no

relationship between executive control over the budget and bureaucratic effort, it is possible
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that either (i) no relationship between budget incentives and bureaucratic effort exists, or
(ii) control is necessary but not sufficient for strategic budgeting to be employed, and hence
db
dc

= 0.
Of course, equation 5.2 is still too abstract to test directly. Concepts of budget control and

executive preferences must be measured, and a parametric form for g() must be assumed,2
before a test can proceed. These tasks are tackled in the next two sections.

5.3 Data
Recall that my theory of strategic budgeting assumes that a single executive has control

over the distribution of an agency’s budget, with multiple agencies (or agency sub-units)
vying for control over larger budgets. In constructing an empirical test of the theory,
I will operationally assume that the role of the executive is played by a state governor
and that the agency in question is the state agency responsible for enforcing air pollution
regulations. Furthermore, I operationalize policy effort exerted by the agency using the
number of inspections performed by that agency.

American state environmental agencies provide an ideal forum for testing a theory of
strategic budgeting for two reasons. First, there is a great deal of institutional variation
among American states when it comes to the gubernatorial role in the budget process: the
governor’s control over the budget is considerably stronger in some states than in others.
Strong gubernatorial control over the budget is strongly associated with that governor’s
ability to exert control over the bureaucracy via strategic budgeting. This variation allows
us to compare policy effort in states with close gubernatorial control over the budget to
states without such close control.

Secondly, policy effort by environmental protection agencies has a reasonably clear
partisan valence that allows a researcher to infer the governor’s preference for this particular
policy. Depending on the precise structure of the model to be employed, I make one of two
assumptions: either (i) on average, and net of a state’s overall environmental tendencies,
Democratic governors will prefer more environmental inspections than their Republican
counterparts, or (ii) on average, a transition from a Republican governorship to a Democratic
governorship in any state will result in an increase in preference for environmental inspections
in a given state (and vice versa).

5.3.1 Dependent Variable: State Inspections
The dependent variable in my analysis is the number of state inspections performed on

fixed-source air pollution emitters by 49 states3 between the years 2000 and 2006, as retrieved
from the federal EPA’s Enforcement and Compliance History Online website, using data from

2Strictly speaking, this is not true: I could employ a non-parametric model. This course is inadvisable
given the high dimensionality of the problem (9 independent variables, plus a lag) and the small number of
data points.

3Nebraska was excluded due to its nonpartisan legislature; legislative partisanship is an important control
variable in the analysis.
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the Air Facility System (AFS).4 The AFS codes a variety of inspection and enforcement
actions taken by both state and federal agencies, with data at the individual (plant) level.
I aggregated eight types of actions, ranging from owner/operator source tests observed by a
state agent up through full compliance evaluations, taken by state environmental agencies
into a count for each state for each of the seven years I observe.5

Figure 5.1 shows a kernel density plot of the distribution of state inspections in
the data set. The plot demonstrates that state inspections have a mean far from zero
(µ = 1020.857, σ = 194.991), which can possibly justify ignoring the count aspect of the
data. However, it is also clear from this plot that certain count aspects of the data are
present, including a skewed, Poisson-like distribution and observations at or around the
lower boundary (1 observation at zero, 3 below 10, 13 below 50, and 33 below 100).

Figure 5.2 provides a view of state inspections have changed in the 49 states during the
period of the data set. In particular, the figure makes it easy to visualize three features of
the data that are important to keep in mind during analysis. First, there is a great deal
of heterogeneity in the overall level of state inspections performed between states: some
seem to have a persistently large number of inspections, while other states have persistently
fewer inspections (all states are on the same vertical scale in the figure). There are countless
reasons for persistent differences among the states, including but not limited to differences in
political culture, industry concentration, population size, and the balance of urban and rural
population. While I will attempt to explicitly model several of these effects with measured
control variables, it is unlikely that I will be able to completely eliminate this heterogeneity.
Hence, a statistical model will probably need to recognize unit heterogeneity and eliminate
any attendant biases it might create in regression estimates.

Second, Figure 5.2 strongly suggests that the number of state inspections is strongly
related to the number of state inspections that took place before. A wide variety of empirical
tests6 reject the possibility of a unit root or panel cointegration in the data, implying that
methods assuming covariance stationarity can be employed. Empirical analysis performed on
this data set will therefore need to account for this dynamic effect to avoid omitted variable
bias.

Third, though there is no evidence of a common trend over time—indeed, the Nyblom-
Harvey statistic rejects the possibility of a common trend or any panel cointegration7—it

4Although the AFS records data from before the year 2000, “the data quality before November 2000 has
not been assessed and should be considered unknown” (United States Environmental Protection Agency,
2008a), and therefore data prior to the year 2000 was excluded.

5The actions counted as state inspections were coded in the AFS database as follows: 3A (state-observed
owner-operator source test), 5C (state inspection level 2 or greater), 6C (state source test conducted), FF
(state off-site full compliance evaluation), FS (state on-site full compliance evaluation), PS (state on-site
partial compliance evaluation), PX (state off-site partial compliance evaluation), and SI (state investigation
initiated). More details are available in the U.S. EPA’s manual about AFS action types (United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 2003).

6Running the Levin-Lin-Chu (2002) and Im-Pesaran-Shin (2003) tests for unit roots in a panel setting
both decisively reject the null of a unit root, with p < .001 for all tests. See Baltagi (2005, Chapter 12) for
an overview of these tests. Stata 9.2 and the levinlin (Bornhorst and Baum, 2007) and ipshin (Bornhorst
and Baum, 2006) packages were used to run the test. Results for panel cointegration are obtained using the
Nyblom-Harvey statistic; see footnote 7 below.

7The Nyblom-Harvey statistic is described in Nyblom and Harvey (2000). It is a Lagrange multiplier test
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Figure 5.1: Density of State Inspections Recorded in the Air Facility System, 2000-2006

is possible that individual years are associated with common increases or decreases in state
inspections. For example, 2002 seems to be associated with a rise in inspections in a large
number of panels (indeed, the mean change is 204 inspections between 2001 and 2002).
Including some form of control for year-specific effects therefore seems prudent.

of the existence of common trends in a panel data set, specifically testing whether the rank of the variance-
covariance matrix of panel-specific lags has zero rank (i.e., there are no common trends in the data, and no
panels are cointegrated). The nharvey package (Baum and Bornhorst, 2007) in Stata 9.2 yields N-H values
of 1.71 and 2.38 with nonparametric adjustment for long-run variance using 2 and 4 lags, respectively; each
of these is well below the level required for rejection of the null hypothesis of no cointegration.
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Alternative Dependent Variable: Serious State Inspections

Of course, it is possible that some forms of state inspection are not particularly serious
and undertaken primarily as a way of signaling concern for the environment to the public
without imposing serious costs on business and industry, likely to be a key constituency.
Hence, I develop a second measure, serious state inspections, that includes only full
compliance evaluations (on- or off-site) undertaken by the state. These evaluations, which
are thoroughgoing evaluations of a site’s compliance with all air pollution standards8, are
likely to be disruptive and costly to the business.

5.3.2 Independent Variables: Governor’s Partisanship and Guber-
natorial Budget Power

There are two independent variables of primary interest. The first, Republican Governor,
records whether the governor was a Democrat or Republican in the year of interest.9 This
variable was retrieved from the Book of the States for the appropriate year (Book of the
States, 2000-2006). The second, Budget Responsibility, is a binary indicator of whether the
governor is primarily responsible for preparation of the state budget as indicated in the Book
of the States.10 There is sufficient variation in this indicator for a test, primarily between
panels but also within: while 40 of 49 states are coded as assigning budget responsibility to
the governor in 2000, by 2006 only 34 of 49 states are thusly coded. To ensure the robustness
of my results, I also employ an alternative measure of gubernatorial control over the state
budget, based on the additive gubernatorial budget power index constructed by Barrilleaux
and Berkman (2003), which combines four indicators of gubernatorial budget control into
a single additive index.11 This index, which ranges between 0 and 4, shows more variation
than the binary measure, though it too shows initial concentration toward gubernatorial
power with a tendency toward lesser gubernatorial power over time.

Recall that the hypothesis to be tested (equation 5.2) indicates that executive control
over the budget should make bureaucratic effort more consistent with executive preferences.
I have assumed that, on average, Democrats will tend to prefer more inspections than their
Republican counterparts. Hence, 5.2 predicts an interactive effect between gubernatorial
partisanship and gubernatorial budget responsibility. As Republican governors gain more
control over the budget, I expect the number of state inspections to fall; as Democratic
governors gain more budget control, I expect the number of state inspections to rise.

Given this implicit two by two quasi-experimental design, with budget responsibility and
gubernatorial partisanship as the variables of interest, it is most important that there be
sufficient information in every cell of this design. Table 5.1 indicates that sufficient variation
exists for the binary budget responsibility indicator, although (as previously indicated) the

8See http://www.epa.gov/compliance/monitoring/inspections/index.html#evaluation.
91=Republican governor, 0=Democratic governor. Governor Jesse Ventura of Minnesota, a member of the

Reform Party, was coded as a Democrat based on information available about his stands on environmental
policy (OnTheIssues.org: Jesse Ventura on Environment, N.d.). Note that no articles turn up on Lexis/Nexis
for a search on “Jesse Ventura” and “environment.”

10Note specific table location here.
11The elements of the index are noted in the appendix to this chapter.
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Table 5.1: Distribution of Data, Binary Budget Responsibility

Republican Governor Democratic Governor
Gov. has Sole Responsibility 145 117
Gov. Shares Responsibility 43 38

Table 5.2: Distribution of Data, Budget Power Index

Republican Governor Democratic Governor
0 1 3
0.5 0 0
1 5 17
1.5 1 3
2 35 26
2.5 4 13
3 39 43
3.5 28 31
4 42 52

distribution is skewed toward governors with sole responsibility for budget preparation. Even
greater variation exists for the budget power index, as shown in Table 5.2.

5.3.3 Control Variables
I also include six additional independent variables as controls for alternative causal

processes. The most important of these are ln Total Revenue and ln Health Spending, which
attempt to control for the resource availability effects of an expanding or contracting budget.
The first, ln Total Revenue, is the natural log of the total general revenue of a state; ln
Health Spending measures annual money spent by a state on air quality inspection activities
and all other non-hospital health-related expenditures. This measure is quite imperfect, as
it includes other health-related government spending (like rabies control programs)12, but
should be correlated with the government’s level of support for environmental protection
inspections. Both of these variables were retrieved from the U.S. Census Bureau’s database
on state government finance (N.d.).

Two of the additional variables are meant to control for the extent of the environmental
12According to the Census Bureau’s Government Finance and Employment Manual, the health spending

measure specifically includes “expenditures for general health activities, categorical health activities and
programs, health-related inspections, community health care programs, regulation of air and water quality,
rabies and animal control, and ambulance and emergency medical services.... Also includes state or local
expenditure financed by Federal Government ‘Superfund’ for cleanup of hazardous waste sites” (2006, p.
5-37).
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problem in the state, as larger environmental dangers might prompt more inspections while
a larger industry presence might bring political pressure to decrease inspections. To measure
the size of polluting industries in the state, I include ln Production Employment, the natural
log of the number of persons employed in production industries, as recorded by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Employment Statistics program13 (Bureau of Labor
Statistics Occupational and Employment Statistics Program, N.d.). To measure the extent of
the pollution problem in the state, I include ln Population at Risk, a count of the number of
people living in areas designated in non-attainment of Clean Air Act standards14 by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Green Book (United States Environmental Protection
Agency, 2008b). Note that ln Population at Risk counts people more than once if their area
is in non-attainment for multiple pollutants,15 so that the population at risk can be greater
than the state’s population; this counting procedure is used to allow a more continuous
measurement of problem severity, rather than forcing all areas into binary categories of
attainment or non-attainment.

Finally, to control for the external political environment of the state, I include an
indicator of whether the legislature was under the unified control of the Republican party,
the Democratic party, or whether control was divided as recorded in the Book of the States
(Book of the States, 2000-2006). This indicator is broken into two dummy variables, one that
indicates unified Republican control and another than indicates unified Democratic control;
when both are zero, control is divided.

5.4 Statistical Analysis
I will employ the generalized linear model (GLM) framework to model my data, with

extensions and modifications as discussed below. Generally speaking, this framework means
assuming that the data generating process takes the following form:

~e = g
(
X~β + ~ε

)
That is, the column vector of bureaucratic effort ~e is a function g() of the matrix of

column vectors X = {1, x1, x2, . . . , xk} mapped to an additive index by a column vector
of coefficients ~β = {β0, β1, β2, . . . , βk} , plus a vector of error terms ~ε, where g() maps the
additive index into the dependent variable space. Stated another way, consider an single
observation i: that observation’s effort level is assumed to be a function of the additive
index of independent variables measured for that observation:

ei = g (β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i + . . .+ βkxki + εi)

13The Bureau of Labor Statistics SOC code number for this category is 51. For example, dry cleaning
workers, electrical power generation workers, chemical plant workers, and other manufacturing-related
employment are all classified in this category. A complete description of all occupations in the category is
available at the Bureau of Labor Statistics website ( http://stat.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_stru.htm).

14These standards set maximum exposure levels for 8 pollutants: ozone (1-hour and 8-hour exposure),
carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, particulate matter (PM-10 and PM-2.5), and lead.

15For example, if a person lives in an area that is in non-attainment for three pollutants, that person is
counted three times.
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We know from equation 5.2 that we expect the relationship between state inspections and
gubernatorial budget responsibility to have the same sign as the executive’s preference for
effort. I have assumed that, on average, Democratic governors prefer more state inspections
than Republican governors. Hence, in the context of a generalized linear model of state
inspections, I assume the following relationship:

state inspections = g (I) (5.3)
I = β0 + β1 · republican+ β2 · budget control +

β3 · republican · budget control +
∑
i∈S

βixi + εi

Equation 5.3 sets up four categories corresponding to the four cells of Table 5.1. The
base category, captured in the constant term β0, tells us the number of state inspections to
expect under a Democratic governor without budget control. It is natural to expect that
β0 > 0, simply because some positive number of inspections will occur under any regime. To
know whether preferences exert an impact on inspections in the absence of budget powers,
we look to the coefficient on β1, which captures the difference in state inspections between
Republican and Democratic governorships when the governor exercises (comparatively) the
least control over the budget. This point is seen by examining the derivative of equation 5.3
with respect to gubernatorial partisanship:

∂ state inspections

∂ republican
=

∂g

∂Xβ
(β1 + β3 · budget control) (5.4)

Link functions are typically constructed such that they are monotonically positive with
respect to the index Xβ. Hence, the sign of equation 5.4 depends on β1 when the governor
exercises the least control over the budget. If treated as a “general equilibrium” model—
that is, one that completely captures the relationship between governor and bureaucracy—
strategic budgeting theory predicts that the governor’s preferences should make no difference
when he/she cannot establish and control a competition over budgets. However, there are
likely to be other mechanisms by which the governor can exert control over the bureaucracy,
and even a governor with comparatively less power over a budget may still have sufficient
power to strategically budget to some degree. Therefore, while finding that β1 = 0 can
be construed as a confirmation of a theoretical prediction, confirming this prediction is not
necessarily strong evidence in support of strategic budgeting theory. Neither is rejecting this
prediction strong evidence for rejecting the theory.

The prediction of equation 5.2 is a much more important test of the theory. In terms of
the operationalizations proposed above, equation 5.2 predicts:(

∂ state inspections

∂ budget responsibility
| republican = 0

)
=

∂g

∂Xβ
(β2) > 0(

∂ state inspections

∂ budget responsibility
| republican = 1

)
=

∂g

∂Xβ
(β2 + β3 · republican) < 0

That is, when a democratic governor is in office, the relationship between state inspections
and budget responsibility should be positive. When a republican governor is in office,
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this relationship should be negative. Because ∂g
∂Xβ

is strictly positive, β2 > 0 and
(β2 + β3republican) > 0 will constitute confirmation of these hypotheses.

5.4.1 Potential Threats to Inference
As discussed in Section 5.3, the panel data set I am employing is ideal for testing the

hypothesis of strategic budgeting: the combination of cross-sectional and temporal variance
allows for the comparison of bureaucratic behavior under different budgeting regimes when
the executive’s preferences change. However, relatively short panel data sets present multiple
problems, including the following.

• The dependent variable is a count. Hence, some of the assumptions necessary to
sustain OLS regression are violated. In particular, the dependent variable is discrete,
bounded at zero, and heteroskedastic (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998, pp. 88-89). Without
appropriate corrections, OLS yields biased estimates of coefficients and variance.

• Unit heterogeneity is likely. States systematically differ in ways that are difficult to
observe. The number of inspections performed in a given state is influenced by political
and economic circumstances unique to that state that are difficult to exhaustively
measure but that change slowly over time. Ignoring these effects biases coefficient
estimates if these unit effects are correlated with independent variables.

• The dependent variable is dynamic. The nature of bureaucratic governance
(particularly year-to-year stickiness in budgets and operating procedures), make it
likely that the number of inspections performed by a state in a given year is closely
related to the number of inspections performed in past years. Ignoring dynamics can
bias the results of a regression due to omitted variable bias.

• Regressors are likely to be endogenous or weakly exogenous. When making
budget allocations for the future, such as deciding how much to spend on inspections
related to air quality, policy makers will probably consider current air quality and
the current number of inspections being performed. This introduces the possibility
of weak exogeneity of the regressors, or correlation between regressors at time t and
regression errors at time t−1 and before. If a lagged dependent variable is included to
account for the dynamic aspect of the panel, this variable will certainly be endogenous,
or correlated with the regression error at time t and before. These problems violate
regression assumptions and cause potential bias in differenced estimators designed to
correct for unit heterogeneity (Chamberlain, 1992; Wooldridge, 1997).

Statistical techniques exist to deal with each of these problems, though only recently have
techniques emerged that claim to simultaneously handle them all. Generic count data can
be captured using OLS with appropriate transformations of the dependent variable and the
calculation of heteroskedastic-consistent standard errors, or (more commonly) generalized
linear models involving a Poisson or negative binomial link function (Cameron and Trivedi,
1998, Chapter 3). Lags of the independent variable (or related techniques involving the
calculation of autocorrelation coefficients) are often employed to account for dynamics,
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including in the count data context (Brandt et al., 2000; Williams and Brandt, 2001). Fixed
and random-effects models, typically involving the first-differencing of the dependent variable
but sometimes directly employing unit dummy variables (Allison and Waterman, 2002), can
correct for unit heterogeneity (Baltagi, 2005, Chapters 1 and 2), including in the count
context (Hausman, Hall and Griliches, 1984).

However, employing both fixed or random effects and a lagged dependent variable is
known to introduce bias by introducing an endogenous regressor (the lag) that is correlated
with the error of the differenced equation. Although recent studies (Judson and Owen, 1999,
e.g.,) indicate that this bias is typically small for coefficients other than that on the lag
(Wilson and Butler, 2007), it is still prudent to pursue alternative estimators that avoid this
problem altogether.

5.4.2 Model Choice
Two estimators have been proposed that specifically deals with the problem of unit

heterogeneity in a dynamic panel model. One, the estimator of Arellano and Bond (1991), is
based on the generalized method of moments (GMM) and uses instrumental variables for the
lagged dependent variable (and other endogenous or predetermined regressors, if present) to
eliminate correlation with the error in a model differenced to eliminate unit heterogeneity
(Anderson and Hsiao, 1982, see also). The Arellano-Bond estimator is not designed for count
data, but transforming the count using a square root makes the count’s distribution closer to
that of a continuous and homoskedastically-distributed variable and may make this model
more appropriate to employ (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998, pp. 88-89).

A second, related GMM estimator is specifically designed for unit heterogeneity in dy-
namic panel models (Blundell, Griffith and Windmeijer, 2002), and will be the primary model
I rely upon for inference. The Blundell et al. estimator corrects for unit heterogeneity in the
context of a Poisson model using quasi-differencing techniques developed by Chamberlain
(1992) and Wooldridge (1997) while allowing for the presence of a lagged dependent variable.
ExpEND, a software package to estimate these models in GAUSS, has been released by
Windmeijer (2002). Blundell et al. assume16 the following specification:

E[yit] = γyit−1 + exp
(
x

′

itβ + η
)

= γyit−1 + µitνi

For any observation,
yit = γyit−1 + µitνi + uit

Here, µit = exp
(
x

′
itβ
)
represents the influence of regressors on the expected value of

the dependent variable yit, while ν = exp (η) represents the effect of unmodelled unit
heterogeneity. Recognizing the lower boundary of 0 on count data, the lag coefficient
γ > 0, as are µit and νi by virtue of exponentiation. For any individual observation, an
IID error term uit is added. Quasi-differencing is used to eliminate the influence of νi.

16Notation and results in the following description are drawn from Blundell et al. (2002, pp. 120-121); see
also (Windmeijer, 2002).
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In this analysis, I employ the quasi-differencing technique of Wooldridge,17 which uses the
following transformation of the dependent variable when the linear feedback model—that is,
the model assuming that a lag of y enters into the regressors—is employed:

qit = (yit − γyit−1)
µit−1

µit
− (yit−1 − γyit−2) = uit

µit−1

µit
− uit−1

Note that this transformation eliminates unit heterogeneity. Using this transformed
dependent variable, and assuming that the independent variables x are predetermined, the
following moment conditions for GMM estimation are established:

E (qit|yit−2, xit−1) = 0

Hence, letting Zi = (yit−2, xit−1), a matrix of instrumental variables, and WN an optimal
weight matrix ((see Blundell, Griffith and Windmeijer, 2002, p. 118)) the estimation
algorithm will minimize: (

1

N

N∑
i=1

s
′

iZi

)
WN

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

Z
′

isi

)
Because of its close fit with the structure of the data, the Blundell et al. model is probably

the best choice for this data set. However, to examine the robustness of my results under
different specifications, I will also estimate the Arellano-Bond estimator with a square root
transformation on the dependent variable. Two other models, (i) a differenced fixed effects
negative binomial estimate with a lag, and (ii) a negative binomial model with dummy fixed
effects and a lag, will also be used on some data sets as an additional robustness check.

5.4.3 Results
Because my data set includes two different measures of the dependent variable and two

different measures of budget responsibility, there are a total of four sets of results to examine.

State Inspections and Budget Responsibility

The Arellano-Bond and Blundell et al. models give slightly different results when
applied to the data set of state inspections with a binary indicator of budget responsibility.
As Table 5.3 shows, the Arellano-Bond model indicates a negative relationship between
budget responsibility and state inspections that is indistinguishable from zero for Democratic
governors. However, as before, a negative coefficient on the interaction between Republican
governorship and budget responsibility indicates that budget responsibility may exert a
negative influence on state inspections under a Republican governor. Calculation18 of the
total coefficient on a change in budget responsibility under a Republican governorship yields

17Note that this transformation requires standardizing all independent variables to be deviations from
their overall mean (Windmeijer, 2000), a transformation automatically performed in ExpEND.

18Using Stata 9.2’s nlcom routine.
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Table 5.3: Dynamic Panel Models of State Clean Air Act Inspections

Arellano-Bond Blundell et al.
variable coefficient p-value coefficient p-value

∆Republican Governor 2.11 0.525 1.18 0.0693
∆Budget Responsibility -2.23 0.497 0.831 0.0605
∆Rep. Gov. * Budget Rep. -3.85 0.200 -0.883 0.115

Controls

∆Lagged State Inspections 0.565 0.000 0.558 0.0077
∆Republican Legislature -0.197 0.933 -0.614 0.339
∆Democratic Legislature 1.36 0.490 -0.355 0.453
∆ln Production Employment -2.14 0.866 0.818 0.0421
∆ln Population at Risk -0.113 0.433 -0.0024 0.934
∆ln Total Revenue -8.35 0.373 0.962 0.241
∆ln Health Spending 2.66 0.494 -0.158 0.727

two-step AR(1) 0.0007 0.0860
two-step AR(2) 0.177 0.889

dep. var.:state CAA inspections, 2001-2006. Arellano-Bond uses square root transform on dv. N = 49,
NT = 245. All models include year dummies. Arellano-Bond two-step Sargan χ2: p = 0.8433. Blundell et
al. two-step Sargan χ2: p = 0.7511. Arellano-Bond estimated using xtabond in Stata 9.2. Blundell et al.
estimated using ExpEND v1.02 by Windmeijer in Gauss Light 8.0 using MAXLIK 5.0. Reported p-values
are two-tailed. DV is instrumented using GMM-type lags (max 2), all others 1 lag only.

a coefficient of −6.08 with a p-value of 0.014,19 indicating that increases in gubernatorial
budget responsibility under a Republican governorship tend to be associated with negative
changes in the number of inspections performed.

The Blundell et al. model, however, tells a different story. The positive and significant
coefficient on budget responsibility indicates that, under a Democratic governorship, in-
creases in budget responsibility will tend to increase the number of state clean air inspections
performed. In addition, there is a negative and significant coefficient on the interaction
between republican governorship and budget responsibility, indicating that the direction of
budget responsibility’s impact on state inspections reverses under a republican governorship.
However, the total coefficient on budget responsibility under a Republican regime is −0.0528
with a standard error of 0.245,20 a result statistically indistinguishable from zero.

Hence, these two models tell related, but different stories. The Arellano-Bond model
seems to indicate that budget responsibility only matters under Republican governorships,

19This quantity is equal to (β2 + β3republican), where β2 is the coefficient on budget responsibility and
β3 is the coefficient on the interaction term.

20Results manually calculated using VCV matrix.
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Table 5.4: Negative Binomial Models of State Clean Air Act Inspections

FE Neg. Binomial GLM w/ dummies
variable coefficient p-value coefficient p-value

Republican Governor 0.308 0.003 0.326 0.024
Budget Responsibility 0.0685 0.469 0.0247 0.847
Rep. Gov. * Budget Rep. -0.241 0.040 -0.263 0.099

Controls

Lagged State Inspections 0.000307 0.000 0.000281 0.000
Republican Legislature 0.0912 0.306 0.170 0.147
Democratic Legislature 0.00998 0.918 0.0359 0.778
ln Production Employment -0.111 0.524 0.904 0.225
ln Population at Risk -0.00842 0.149 -0.00323 0.690
ln Total Revenue -0.147 0.508 0.130 0.763
ln Health Spending -0.214 0.047 -0.171 0.245

dep. var.: state CAA inspections, 2000-2006. N = 49, NT = 294. All models include year dummies. Both
models estimated using Stata 9.2. Reported p-values are two-tailed.

and its effect is negative. The Blundell et al. model, by contrast, says that budget
responsibility matters only under Democratic governorships, and its effect is positive. Both
stories are partially consistent with the theory, but not with each other.

The standard fixed effects negative binomial models with a lagged dependent variable do
not unambiguously resolve this conflict. Table 5.4 shows results from fixed-effects negative
binomial models with fixed effects and a lagged dependent variable. The first column shows
the results using the Hausman, Hall, and Griliches (1984) procedure, while the second column
shows results using the Allison and Waterman (2002) dummy variables approach.

In both cases, there is a positive but statistically insignificant relationship between budget
responsibility under a democratic governorship. However, the negative and statistically
significant coefficient on the interaction between Republican governorships and budget re-
sponsibility suggests that Republican governors may be able to use budget power to decrease
the number of clean air inspections performed by the state environmental bureaucracy.
Calculation21 of the total coefficient on budget responsibility under a republican governorship
yields a coefficient of −.173 with p-value of 0.045 for the Hausman, Hall, and Griliches
model22, confirming that gubernatorial budget responsibility is associated with a decrease in
state inspections performed under a Republican governorship.

In some respects, the two negative binomial models tend to support the Arellano-
Bond results, particularly in showing a statistically significant and negative effect of budget

21Using Stata 9.2’s nlcom routine.
22For the dummy variable model, the coefficient is −.239 with a p-value of 0.051.
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responsibility on state inspections under a Republican governorship. However, these models
also do not repeat the Arellano-Bond model’s finding of a negative coefficient on budget
responsibility under a Democratic governorship, an odd finding if Democrats tend to prefer
more environmental inspections than Republicans. It is possible that an out-of-control
bureaucracy produces more inspections than either Democratic or Republican governors
would prefer, and hence both use budget power to restrict inspections though Democrats
restrict them less.

Although not of primary interest, it is interesting to note that there is an unexpected
positive coefficient on Republican governor in both models. This suggests that, under
a Republican governor with comparatively little budget control, the number of state
inspections performed is greater than under a Democratic governor. While not a direct
disconfirmation of the model (see Section 5.3), it is suggestive of several possible modifications
required to the theory, which will be discussed further in Section 5.5.1.

State Inspections and Budget Power Index

Repeating the analysis using an alternative measure of gubernatorial budget power does
not resolve this conflict between the Arellano-Bond and Blundell et al. models. Table 5.5
shows results of the Arellano-Bond and Blundell et al. models using the budget power
index described earlier. Again, the Arellano-Bond model shows a statistically insignificant
coefficient on budget power under a Democratic governor, but a negative and significant
coefficient (= −3.45, p < .001) under a Republican governor. The Blundell et al. model,
again, shows a positive and (if using a one-tailed test) statistically significant coefficient on
budget power for Democratic governors, but a coefficient statistically indistinguishable from
zero for budget power under Republican governors (−0.0777, s.e. = .208). Note also that
the positive and significant coefficient on Republican governorship persists in these models.

Serious State Inspections and Budget Responsibility

Neither does employing the alternative dependent variable, serious state inspections,
resolve this conflict. Table 5.6 shows the results from running the Arellano-Bond and Blundell
et al. models on the data set using serious state inspections as the dependent variable. As
in the previous models, the Arellano-Bond model reveals no relationship between budget
responsibility and serious state inspections under a Democratic governorship, but does reveal
a negative such relationship under a Republican regime (coefficient= −4.70, p = 0.039). As
before, the Blundell et al., model, tells a different story than the Arellano-Bond model,
though this story is more interesting than before.

As Table 5.6 displays, the Blundell et al. dynamic panel count model indicates a
marginally statistically significant (one-tailed) positive relationship between budget respon-
sibility and serious state inspections under a Democratic governorship, Meanwhile, under
a Republican governorship, a marginally statistically significant (using a one-tailed test)
and negative relationship exists between budget responsibility and serious state inspections
(coefficient= −.362, s.e. = .262 , p = .168). These results match the predictions of the
theory of strategic budgeting. The results also indicate higher inspections under a Republican
governor with low budget control, which is not predicted by the theory.
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Table 5.5: Dynamic Panel Models of State Clean Air Act Inspections, Alternative Budget
Measure

Arellano-Bond Blundell et al.
variable coefficient p-value coefficient p-value

∆Republican Governor 7.03 0.056 1.37 0.0662
∆Budget Power Index -0.654 0.650 0.273 0.121
∆Rep. Gov. * Budget Power -2.80 0.013 -0.350 0.0955

Controls

∆Lagged State Inspections 0.595 0.000 0.516 0.0069
∆Republican Legislature -2.44 0.366 -0.521 0.238
∆Democratic Legislature 0.367 0.907 -0.409 0.3831
∆ln Production Employment -10.8 0.499 0.949 0.0077
∆ln Population at Risk -0.180 0.289 -0.0080 0.7600
∆ln Total Revenue -10.5 0.331 0.575 0.474
∆ln Health Spending 1.77 0.645 0.236 0.739

two-step AR(1) 0.0010 0.0309
two-step AR(2) 0.533 0.476

dep. var.: state CAA inspections, 2001-2006. Arellano-Bond uses square root transform on dv. N = 49,
NT = 245. All models include year dummies. Arellano-Bond two-step Sargan χ2: p = 0.9082. Blundell et
al. two-step Sargan χ2: p = 0.6376. Arellano-Bond estimated using xtabond in Stata 9.2. Blundell et al.
estimated using ExpEND v1.02 by Windmeijer in Gauss Light 8.0 using MAXLIK 5.0. Reported p-values
are two-tailed. DV is instrumented using GMM-type lags (max 2), all others 1 lag.

Serious State Inspections and Budget Power Index

Finally, running the Blundell et al. model on serious state inspections using the
alternative index measure of gubernatorial budget power generally continues the story told
in all the other models, as shown in Table 5.7. Again, the budget power index under a
Democratic governor is positively associated with serious state inspections, and (borderline)
statistically distinguishable from zero. Under a Republican governor, however, the budget
power index has a negative but statistically insignificant relationship with serious state
inspections (coefficient= −0.201, s.e. = 0.193, p = 0.298).

The Arellano-Bond model, however, indicates that budget power is negatively and
significantly associated with the budget power index under a Democratic governorship,
and slightly more negatively associated with this index under a Republican governorship.
While the negative relationship under a Republican governor is consistent with theoretical
expectations, the negative relationship under a Democratic governor is more difficult
to explain. Even the previous explanation I offered—that both governors prefer fewer
inspections, but Republicans prefer fewer than Democrats—could not survive this model.
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Table 5.6: Dynamic Panel Models of Serious State Inspections

Arellano-Bond Blundell et al.
variable coefficient p-value coefficient p-value

∆Republican Governor 3.08 0.417 1.51 0.0079
∆Budget Responsibility -1.35 0.635 0.650 0.124
∆Rep. Gov. * Budget Rep. -3.35 0.355 -1.01 0.0163

Controls

∆Lagged State Inspections .600 0.000 0.475 0.0000
∆Republican Legislature -1.13 0.569 -0.0463 0.915
∆Democratic Legislature 2.22 0.115 0.402 0.381
∆ln Production Employment -14.8 0.217 1.46 0.0000
∆ln Population at Risk -.0813 0.385 -0.0267 0.197
∆ln Total Revenue .997 0.923 0.316 0.744
∆ln Health Spending 3.31 0.350 -0.647 0.422

two-step AR(1) 0.0001 0.395
two-step AR(2) 0.780 0.354

dep. var.: state CAA inspections, 2001-2006. Arellano-Bond uses square root transform on dv. N = 49,
NT = 245. All models include year dummies. Arellano-Bond two-step Sargan χ2: p = 0.8514. Blundell et
al. two-step Sargan χ2: p = 0.1137. Arellano-Bond estimated using xtabond in Stata 9.2. Blundell et al.
estimated using ExpEND v1.02 by Windmeijer in Gauss Light 8.0 using MAXLIK 5.0. Reported p-values
are two-tailed. DV is instrumented using GMM-type lags (max 2), all others 1 lag.

This result might indicate that all governors share a preference for fewer serious air
inspections related to the Clean Air Act, possibly as an attempt to satisfy industry interests.
More likely, the result is simply anomalous and a product of the relatively poor specification
of the model.

5.5 Discussion
The results of Section 5.4 confirm many predictions of strategic budgeting theory. In all

models but one, gubernatorial budget power is associated with state inspections pursuant
to the Clean Air Act in the expected way under Republican or Democratic governors. Some
models indicate that Republican governors use budget power to lower inspections, while
other models indicate that Democratic governors use budget power to raise inspections (and
one model indicates both, though statistical significance is borderline).

But these results are hardly a clear-cut, unambiguous confirmation of the theory: the
results also provide several puzzles to resolve. Why is there a positive coefficient on
Republican governor consistent throughout most models? Why do the Arellano-Bond and
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Table 5.7: Dynamic Panel Models of Serious State Inspections, Alternative Budget Measure

Arellano-Bond Blundell et al.
variable coefficient p-value coefficient p-value

∆Republican Governor 0.548 0.901 1.95 0.0153
∆Budget Power Index -2.25 0.083 0.209 0.113
∆Rep. Gov. * Budget Power -0.325 0.807 -0.410 0.0587

Controls

∆Lagged State Inspections 0.614 0.000 0.388 0.0028
∆Republican Legislature -1.66 0.430 -0.0393 0.907
∆Democratic Legislature 1.52 0.300 0.489 0.353
∆ln Production Employment -14.2 0.381 1.436 >0.001
∆ln Population at Risk -0.124 0.329 -0.0332 0.104
∆ln Total Revenue -1.49 0.901 0.452 0.633
∆ln Health Spending 2.36 0.498 -0.795 0.347

two-step AR(1) 0.0002 0.195
two-step AR(2) 0.765 0.275

dep. var.: state CAA inspections, 2001-2006. Arellano-Bond uses square root transform on dv. N = 49,
NT = 245. All models include year dummies. Arellano-Bond two-step Sargan χ2 = 0.7747. Arellano-Bond
estimated using xtabond in Stata 9.2. Blundell et al. two-step Sargan χ2: p = 0.2766. Blundell et al.
estimated using ExpEND v1.02 by Windmeijer in Gauss Light 8.0 using MAXLIK 5.0. Reported p-values
are two-tailed. DV is instrumented using GMM-type lags (max 2), all other variables with 1 lag.

Blundell et al. models provide related, but inconsistent results? If the Arellano-Bond results
are to be believed, why isn’t there a positive relationship between gubernatorial budget
power and state inspections under a Democratic regime? And why does one Arellano-Bond
model provide the anomalous result that both Democratic and Republican governors use
budget powers to decrease the number of state inspections?

5.5.1 The Effect of a Republican Governor
One effect detected in most of the statistical models is the often positive and significant

coefficient on Republican governorship. This somewhat odd result is certainly not predicted
by the original incarnation of strategic budgeting theory, though it does not strongly reject
that theory (see Section 5.4). Indeed, it is possible that this effect could be explained by a
reasonable revision to that theory.

Strategic budgeting theory, as explained in Chapter 3, assumes that bureaucrats pay
attention only to (i) their own preferences, (ii) strategic budgeting incentives offered by their
peers, and (iii) the executive’s preferences. In particular, (iii) assumes that, as bureaucrats
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become more professionalized, they tend to exert effort more in line with the executive’s
preferences. It is, however, possible that professionalism does not induce bureaucrats to act
in accordance with an executive’s preferences, but rather tends to diminish the incentive to
rebel against an executive’s preferences.

There are several reasons why bureaucrats may choose to pursue their own preferences
more strongly when the executive is opposed, particularly in areas (like Clean Air Act
implementation) where their actions have the imprimatur of established law and cannot
be completely eliminated by executive action. For example, if an executive’s overall
environmental policy tends to favor economic growth and neglect environmental protection,
then environmentalist bureaucrats may feel a need to compensate by increasing the level of
effort they exert in their own domain. The executive has power to effect changes in a wide
variety of areas beyond bureaucratic budgeting, including the vetoing of new environmental
legislation, the reorganization of agencies or the establishment of new agencies, and the
elimination or weakening of programs not firmly established in law. Hence, as the gap
between the executive’s actions (and preferences) gets larger, bureaucrats could feel a greater
pressure to exert more effort against the governor’s preferences.

In this instance, rather than increasing compliance, professionalism may act to decrease
the level of rebellion against executive preferences. This formulation suggests that the utility
of the bureaucrat in the theoretical model may be better written as:

ui (ei, e−i) = w + π (ei, e−i)B + αiei + (1− ri) (αi − αs) ei − ci (ei) (5.5)
Here, utility is a function of the gap between the supervisor’s preferences and one’s own

preferences (αi−αs), with greater values of professionalism ri making this gap less important.
More plainly, when ri is larger, rebellion should decrease.

5.5.2 Model Inconsistency
Perhaps more troubling is the lack of consistency in results for the models presented

here. Momentarily neglecting the significance of coefficients, all four Arellano-Bond models
presented (using two different budget power indicators and two different state inspection
measures) indicate that increased budget power is associated with fewer state inspections
under both Democratic and Republican governors. All four Blundell et al. models, along
with the two fixed-effects negative binomial models, indicate that budget power is associated
with fewer state inspections under a Republican governor but more state inspections under
a Democratic governor. These results provide reasonably firm evidence that Republican
governors use budget power to reduce the number of inspections performed, a confirmation
of one prediction from the strategic budgeting model. However, mixed signals are provided
on how Democratic governors use budget power. How can this result be explained?

We might chalk up the Arellano-Bond results to mere misspecification. The Blundell et al.
estimator is designed specifically for dynamic panel count data, whereas the Arellano-Bond
model assumes a continuous dependent variable model. Though built on similar principles
using the Generalized Method of Moments technique, the Blundell et al. estimator differs
from the Arellano-Bond estimator in several ways, notably in the differencing technique it
employs to remove fixed effects and the way that lags of the dependent variable enter the
model. In both cases, these differences exist because the assumptions of the Blundell et al.
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technique are better matches for count data; for example, the lagged dependent variable is
structured in such a way that negative counts cannot be predicted (Blundell, Griffith and
Windmeijer, 2002, pp. 120-121). This misspecification story is supported by the fact that
both fixed-effects negative binomial models with lagged dependent variables give results that
are consistent with the Blundell et al. technique in signs (if not in significance).

5.5.3 The Power of Strategic Budgeting Under Different Regimes
If we assign disproportionate credence to the Blundell et al. model, we can conclude that

Democratic governors use budget power to increase the number of Clean Air Act inspections
performed by state environmental agencies. However, these same models provide much
weaker evidence of Republican governors decreasing inspections: though always in the correct
direction, this effect is only statistically significant in one of four regressions (and then, only
marginally). The sample size may simply be too small to statistically distinguish the size
of this effect from zero, in which case the gathering of more data over time may bolster
the findings and allow for a stronger confirmation of strategic budgeting theory. Hence, the
collection of a longer panel must be a primary goal of future research, and one that can only
be accomplished with time in this particular data given the limitations of pre-2000 data.

However, the collection of more data—even if it establishes the statistical significance of
Republican governors’ use of budget powers—cannot explain why strategic budgeting should
be less efficacious under a Republican regime. One possible explanation comes from Chapter
4, where results from a laboratory experiment showed that strategic budgeting incentives
are less effective at inspiring productive effort from those who are ideologically opposed
to the goal in mind compared to those who are ideologically sympathetic with the goal.
Extending this logic, a Democratic governor could be more effective at increasing effort
from an environmental bureaucracy that largely agrees with that governor’s goals than a
Republican governor would be at forcing a bureaucracy to do policy work with which it
disagrees (and displace the inspection activities that it agrees with).

If this finding is true, it further reinforces the “rebellion” term added to the bureaucrat’s
utility function in equation 5.5, which suggests that greater disagreement between executive
and bureaucrat will prompt greater exertion of effort counter to the executive’s preferences,
implying that equally-sized budget incentives will have a much smaller effect on bureaucrat
behavior when bureaucrats disagree with the executive compared to the case where executives
and bureaucrats agree.

5.6 Appendix to Chapter 5: Elements of the Budget
Powers Index

The following descriptions of the elements of the budget powers index are paraphrased
from Barrilleaux and Berkman (2003, pp. 415-416). Each element of the index is coded as
indicated in parentheses; the components are then added to create the budget powers index.

• Budget Responsibility: Binary variable from the Book of the States indicating whether
the governor has primary responsibility for the budget (= 1), or shares responsibility
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with the legislature (= 0). This is the same dichotomous variable used as the indicator
of gubernatorial budget control in the analysis.

• Line Item Veto: Binary variable from the Book of the States indicating whether the
governor has a line-item veto power (= 1) or not (= 0).

• Veto Override: Binary variable from the Book of the States indicating that the
Legislature can override gubernatorial vetoes with a simple majority (= 0) or more
than a majority is required (= 1).

• Document Review: Three-category variable from the Book of the States indicating
whether the governor’s budget is used as the working copy for the budget bill on the
floor (= 1), whether the legislature has an opportunity to introduce budget bills of its
own after committee review (= 0), or if either the legislature or executive can introduce
another budget document later (= 0.5).
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This dissertation began with two questions: Are bureaucrats independent policy makers,
or are they controlled by political masters in the elected branches of government? How is
political control accomplished when bureaucrats enjoy extensive career protections against
political retaliation? I argued that executives are well-placed to establish competition for
budgets within and between bureaucratic agencies, and that this strategy is more effective
at securing political compliance from a hostile or indifferent bureaucracy than better-known
alternative management strategies. Bureaucrats’ desire for larger budgets and the attendant
slack resources they provide, originally advanced as a criticism of bureaucratic inefficiency,
ironically makes this form of control possible.

I deduced this conclusion from a formal theory of the bureaucracy that incorporates a
realistic model of human behavior: bounded rationality, ideological preferences, professional
ethics, and self-interest are all incorporated into the model. The model also allows
for arbitrarily large agencies, while most past work focused on two-agent tournament
competition. Quantal response equilibrium is especially suited to the task, and I employed
it as the basis for my formal model. Due to the complexity of the model, I relied on a
strategy of deriving “partial equilibrium” analytic comparative static predictions and “general
equilibrium” computational numeric predictions. Both of these techniques produced the
same basic predictions: budget competition should motivate compliant behavior, be less-
effective in ideologically-opposed agencies, and be unnecessary in ideologically-friendly or
highly professionalized agencies.

Testing this theory is not straightforward. Reliable measures of bureaucratic ideology
separate from executive ideology are difficult to obtain. The existence (and especially the
degree) of strategic budget competitions is hard to observe. Strategic budgeting theory
does not predict a great deal of dynamism over time in bureaucratic behavior, and plausible
alternative avenues of influence on the bureaucracy through the budget exist. As a result, I
employed a two-pronged testing strategy.

My two-pronged testing strategy was designed to combine the strong internal causal
validity of laboratory experiments with the strong external validity of field data tests.
In the laboratory, I found that competitive incentives were effective in an ideologically-
charged environment, and that ideological agreement with the task had an unexpected
intervening influence: it increased contribution in competitions with ideologically-opposed
subjects, but lowered contributions in competitions with ideologically-alike subjects. This
effect was ascribed to the tendency of ideological sameness to facilitate mutually beneficial
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cooperation by agents against the principal. In environmental inspection data from the
American states, I found that strong gubernatorial budget power amplified the association
between gubernatorial partisanship and environmental agency inspection behavior. This
finding is consistent with the prediction that budget incentives will increase the compliance
of the bureaucracy with executive policy goals.

While I believe that I have offered a convincing account in this dissertation of how
strategic budgeting can be an effective managerial technique for the bureaucracy, much
remains to be done. For example, interviews of bureaucrats and elected officials could add
a great deal to the story told in this dissertation. First, this information could help clarify
whether strategic budgeting is explicitly employed by executives (and their employees), or
more implicitly used. Second, finer-grained information about the nature of competition in
the bureaucracy could be obtained. Topics of interest should include: cases when competition
is most and least likely to succeed, factors that interfere with or enhance the effectiveness
of competition, and the most appropriate level at which competition should be organized
(at the individual level, between projects inside an agency subunit, between agency subunit,
between entire agencies, or elsewhere).

Second, and relatedly, the specific details of implementation remain to be determined
for policies to which strategic budgeting techniques may be helpfully applied. For example,
as I noted in Chapter 2, President Bush’s No Child Left Behind education initiative has
encountered significant problems related to its use of a cardinal, benchmark-style standard
for schools. The use of a relative, competition-style standard of performance like the one
described in this dissertation may be able to improve the results obtained from the program.
However, the details of implementation in this case would not be trivial nor straightforward.
For example, as I also mentioned in Chapter 2, schools cannot be compared willy-nilly:
comparing a poor, inner-city school to a rich suburban school in a privileged area would
foreordain the winner (regardless of teacher effectiveness) and merely reinforce inequalities
of race, class, and culture. This and other, similar details must be explored in depth
for each policy target area in order to ensure the success of a competition-based plan for
bureaucratic management. As I hope this dissertation has demonstrated, this exploration is
worth performing, as the potential for benefit is great.
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